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LOCAL, AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

I

Confidence

3

The man who keeps his money in the bank while he has plenty
creates a friend In the bank to whom he can turn when he has little.
Having confidence in this bank begets its confidence in you,
and we can’t, any of us, get very far on the road to success without giving and receiving confidence.
This bank has fairly earned your confidence through twentylive years of squ ire dealing and helpful service.
It will appreciate your account, check, savings or safe deposit.
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Admr notice
Eat Henri Marie Charles
Comte de Laugler Villars.
Reliable Clothing Co— Lamson A Hubbard
hats.
Mrs Marks Hertz—Automobile for sale.
Lamoinb:
O P Torrence—Wagons for sale.
Nicolin:
F M Maddocks—Pasturage.
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Blubhill:
Mare for sale.
8ullivan:
George F Colson—In bankruptcy.
South Portland:
Mrs N I Ridton—House to let at Bluehill.
Boston:
Boston Rubber Co—Hub rubbers.
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effect April 14, 1912.
MAILS RBCBIVBD.

From Wbst-7.18 a m; 4.14,6.25 p m.
From East—11.06,11A7 a m; 5.47, 10.52 p
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lost your money

never
some

easy to do business with
Ask for particulars.

in

person

or

tives in

Bernice Eldridge is visiting relaDexter.

There will be

rehearsal of the

no

festival

chorus this week.

F. Robinson and wife

are

their

I

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.,

ment.

Bangor. Maine.
Branches at Old Town, Machias and Dexter

few

Morey Tripp,
days with

and

Supper,

served at 6

only,

for members

will be

o’clock.

Austin O. Conary and wife have closed
their house at West
moved into town.
house

Ellsworth, and have
They have rented a
Hancock street. Mr. Conary is

on

Searsport Monday.

to

small barn

a

out the firemen.

There

big

was

smoke

The building was practically destroyed, but was of little value.
The annual meeting of the stockholders
of the Blood Knitting Mills for the election of directors and the transaction of
and little fire.

such other business

as

may properly come
be held Monday,

meeting, will

before the

June 3, at 2 p. m., at the office of the
company in the mill.
Next Sunday will be Flower Sunday at
the Methodist church. A flower w'ill be
given each person who attends the morn-

Sunday school. The pastor’s
Morning, “The Lilies of
Boston, is spending a the Field.” Evening, “Religion in Great
parents, O. W. Tripp American Cities; Chicago.” All are inservice

or

themes will be:

of
his

wife.

vuea.

At the Scout

meeting

on

Saturday

even-

ing the scout-master will tell about hiB
trip to Minneapolis.
The G. of II. class of the Methodist
supper in the
at 6 o’clock.

church will

evening

serve

vestry this

Field
A

proposal

Day for The Fourth.
has been made that a Field

Telephone.

of

Mixture,
Sulphur,
Arsenate of Lead,
Pyrox Copperas,
Paris Green,
Blue Vitriol,
White Hellebore,
Prepared Lime,
Bisulphide Carbon,
Moth Balls,
Sheep Dipping Powder,
Lambert’s Death to Lice,

Bordeaux

Lime and

day be held in Ellsworth on the Fourth of
July, which would include contests for
vaious classes such as the Boy Scouts, the j
high school students, and men. The different contests would consist of hurdle
races, foot races, relay races, and possibly
ball game.
Several interesting

a

spectacles

such

as

races, fat men’s races, might be
introduced. In order to make a success of

one-legged

Another

crew

to-night

leave
where

they

Ellsworth boys

of
for

will be

St.

Fereol,
employed by

will

Quebec,
the Am-

Hydraulic Construction Co.
party will include Irving Salisbury,
mond
Weacott, James Savage,
Shorey and Mark Tate. Others plan
bursen

This

of the

affair,

a

sufficient number of

appli-

cations for entry must be had before this

plan

can

definitely

be

Ray-

Prizes

Earl

scheduled.

announced.

be open in each event

would

who

Those

would

like

!

to

requested to please hand
Freewife,
next week.
their names to Roy C. Haines, Rev. E. D.
port, are visiting Dr. Gould’s parents,
The concert and dance given Monday Kizer, Percy Higgins, or E. F. Robinson,
George Gould and wife.
evening at Hancock hall by the Ellsworth jr., before the first of the month. It is
Dr. J.T. McDonald is in Boston taking a
musical club-the new orchestra formed planned tc make this event self-sustainspecial course in the X-ray treatment and
by a few Ellsworth boys—was well at- ing.
other branches of medicine.
tended. After a pleasing concert, dancFishing Regulations Asked.
Mrs. Maria L. Bartlett and daughter
ing was enjoyed. It was the first dance
The commissioners of the inland fishMarion, who have spent the winter in Bos- for which the orchestra has played, and
eries and game have received a petition
ton, arrived home last week.
the music was favorably commented upon
from E. H. Reed and twenty-nine others
Rev. S. W. Sutton is home from Massaby the dancers.
of Northeast Harbor, asking that Upper
chusetts and will remain for a time, beThere was a good attendance at the Hadlock
pond, Northeast Harbor, be
cause of the illness of Mrs. Sutton.
union service at Hancock
hall Sunday closed to all
fishing for three years.
Little Hope Milliken celebrated her evening when Rev. E. 1). Kizer, of the
The commissioners have also received a
fourth birthday last Saturday by giving a
Methodist church, delivered an excellent
petition from Charles E. Googins and
Dr. Arthur L. Gould and

Correspondence Solicited.

day).

visiting
daughters in Brockton, Mass.
George E. Sinclair will leave to-day for
British Columbia, where he has employ- ing
E.

by mail.

club of the Congregational church will meet this week on Friday afternoon (to-morrow being a holi-

or woodshed back
Carrie Tripp’s house on Church
street at 6 o’clock Saturday morning called

hour before mail closes.
Sunday train arrives at 8.11 a m; leaves 5.20
m.
Mail closes at p o for 5.20 train at 4.50 p m.
Postoffice open on Sunday from 9 to 10 a m.
Miss

day somebody is going to
you keep it, and then you’ll wish
you had left it with a good bank for safe keeping.
You will And thia institution an ideal depository ;
for your money; conpletely “safe and sound”; i
you say, but
find out where

80

evening mail.
The Thursday

of Mrs.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half

You’ve

8. Treworgy in his automobile to
the engine house to turn in an alarm, and
quick response, prevented damage.
To-morrow being a legal holiday. Memorial day, the banks will be closed for the
day. The postofflce will be closed from 9
a. m. until after the distribution of the

Fire in

an
p

IMnaram,

by

run

No. 22.

Owen

mobile, returning

m.

POSTOFFICB

Going Wbst—10.80,11.30 a m; 5.15. 9 pm.
Going East—6.46 a m, 8.46, 6 pm.

=

record

a

)"zzz1

for H. A. Carter.
Chester L. Bailey and wife, of Searsport,
spent Sunday in Ellsworth with Mrs.
Bailey’s parents, Capt. R. C. Bousey and
wife. They made the trip in their auto-

AT BLLSWORTH POSTOFFICB.

In

blaze,

of the

29,1912.

working

SCHEDULE OP MAILS
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discovery

may

to go

participate

are

for sale at

Drug Store.

Parcher’s

_

0. W. Tapley,

FIRE INSURANCE,

to

party

a

group of

little girl friends.

Ellsworth and Holden teams
at

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

memorial

played

Wyman park Saturday afternoon,
winning by the score of 11-5.

ball
the

visitors

Foster, who has spent the
daughter, Mrs. George R.
Caldwell, in Somerville, Mass., is at home.
Mrs.

L.

D.

winter with her

Lowest Rates.

Prompt Adjustments.

is

Amatite

Ellsworth.
be

social” at

the

“dag
Methodist church Thursday evening. IceA procream and cake will be served.
There

*

"] I
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Carelessly dropped match,

i|

a half burned cigar, an exploding lamp, or various other
causes may be the means of igniting your dear old home.
A sad awakening would be yours were you without insurance.

policy.

the day to run into an insurance
We’ve extra low rates for you in best companies.

To-day

is

C. W. & F. L. MASON, INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
ELLSWORTH.

-.MAINE.

was

choir

from

the

assisted

special
several

Hon.

will

a

given.
Mrs. George E. Sinclair has purchased
the old Whitmore place running through
from Franklin to Water streets, and is remodelling the house.
David Friend has moved back into the

store in the Donovan building, which he
vacated for a few weeks while extensive
repairs were being made on it.

Prof. G. P. Paine, of the University of
Minnesota, has accepted a call to a professorship of mathematics in Middlebury
college, Middlebury, Vermont.
Street

pleted

Commissioner Marden has

the

pieces

of crushed

rock

com-

side-

Church and Water streets as authorized by the aldermen at their last
meeting.
walk

on

Fire which

caught

in

a

pile

of

stickings

engine house at the rock-crusher
plant at 6 o’clock Monday evening threatened the destruction of the plant. Prompt
near

the

tllbrrtxt mints.

See

our

Line of 10c Music.

STAPLES PIAlMIC CO.
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Miss

Property

protected

from fire by

placing their

Fire Insurance
with E. J.

WALSII, ELLSWORTH.

be

closed

is

time.

simply

a

to all

fishing for at least three years.

any

COMING EVENTS.

Temptation
to spend.
—

Hancock Co. Savings
—Bank-

E.

D.

Kizer

returned

Saturday
attended the
Methodist general conference, acting as
secretary for Bishop Hamilton.
During

Minneapolis,

from

where he

trip,

Dr. Kizer visited New

York, Chicago and other large cities, completing investigations he has been making
for several years as to religious conditions in great American cities. His investigations will furnish the subject for a
sermon
series of
lectures, the first of
which will be given next Sunday evening.
Dr. Kizer also did much work in
terest of his church.

26—County W. C. T.

The full program, with
manner.
the details named to decorate the graves
of soldiers in Ellsworth cemeteries, was
usual

hill is

a

hard

for

one

them, and if the da> is hot

or

some

Maine

special

which he is

You

soon

Ellsworth

three

some

weeks ago, at which time the Ellsworth
Merchants' association had arranged a
moment
was
was

want

he sent word

Although he
nevertheless

but
he

came

heartily

at

the

could

not

He

tives of the board of trade and Merchants’

an

disposal, and he made a
pretty thorough inspection of Ellsworth
and vicinity. He was accompanied by
Mrs. Chappie and his secretary.
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
was

home

over

from

5 and 10c store

By

AAdverhsin^^o^^^^llswo^^^^JJaine

In shape to wear?
clean and press it.

All

Kinds

of

SUIT
If not, let

me

Day

or

Hour.

P.W. Alley’s Livery Stable,
Franklin st. Ellsworth.

Repairing.
Wear

DAVID FRIEND.
Main

the

APPLY AT

IS YOUR

SPRING

Street..Ellsworth

] FOR
■

■

in

HUB RUBBERS '*n^,er

BARGAINS

Dry Goods, Boots and Shoes, Groceries,
Flour, Grain, Provisions,

I invite you to

■

Forrest Moore has gone to Bar
where he will be employed.

Automobile
Service

printing, artistic in design and
layout, interspersed with necessary
judicial type display, delivered
when promised, will be vours at
What sayestjthou?
small cost.
Progressive Printing

ELLSWORTH. ME

be

association, and spent a busy day. He
gave The American a call, which was
much appreciated.
C. L. Morang, of

association, piaced

16 STATE STREET,

of

unheralded, he
welcomed.

C. C. Burrill & Son

can

IA GOOD JOB
i

Municipal and Other Bonds
approved legality and ascertained
strength.

last

escorted about the city by representa-

the Merchants’
automobile at his

REAS

the beat varieties sad the best
quality of seed.

Telephone 48.

magazine
Mr. Chappie

to issue.

of

obtain Burpee’s (and there are none
better) at the ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
You

on

ALSO DEALERS IN

SWEET

number of his

to visit

Improved, Productive Real Estate;
Collateral and Commercial Paper

a

IF YOU PLANT

rainy, the

Joe Mitchell Chappie, of the National
Magazine, was in Ellsworth Saturday
looking over the city for matter for the

ON
than

ia better

atmrrtignnnrt*.

of

service at the monument will probably be
omitted. At 2 o’clock the Memorial day
exercises will take place at Hancock hall.
Rev. R. B. Mathews, of the Congregational church, will deliver the address.

Money to Loan

advertiser*

creasing age of the veterans, the march

here.

record

prospectus
Newspapex circulation is what counts /o»
A

vote will be taken as to services at the
soldiers’ monument.
Owing to the in-

Bridge

|

at

Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 24 and 25

members of the post will meet at Grand
At this time a
Army hall at 1 o’clock.

up

convention

—Amherst fair.

in The American last week. The

printed

U.

Winter Harbor.

the in

To-morrow, Memorial day, will be observed by Wm. H. H. Rice post in the

J. H. Nason

will be

Hancock,

success

a

your saving plan—making your
[Character stronger than

others, of North Hancock, asking
Kilkenny stream and it tributaries,

in the town of

little at

sticking to

even-

!\

inspect the stock I
Joy building

have at my Btore
on Main street.

just opened

in the

Bangor

Sunday.
owners

that

save a

Financial
matter of

eleven

Augusta,

spoke in Hancock hall last Thursday

banquet in his honor,

FULL LINE of EDISON and VICTOR
TALKING MACHINES.

by

ser-

mixed

a

churches.

M. Heath, of

Herbert

planned

PIANOS!

in the

music

Bertha Giles sang.

his five weeks’

Bellatty, who has spent the
w inter in Boston, arrived home last week.
Her son, C. E. Bellatty, will Bpend July in
Mrs. C. A.

Roofing.

There

Rev.

ueorge luupu, ui diucuiu, nuu uu
daughter, Mrs. J. H. Eccleston, of Salem,
Mass., are the guests of Mrs. E. E.
Airs,

gram will be

Sheathing Paper.

Killam

vice.

Mathews

B.

planning

Springer.

Seed Oats
Fertilizers

and F. A. A.

R.

can

Wednesday evening, May 29, at Methoing to an audience of about 200. His
G. of H. class; 15
for the evening was scheduled as dist vestry—Supper by
topic
to give a lawn party sometime in June at
cents.
“Modern Live Republicanism”, with a
the residence of Col. C. C. Burrili on High
Thursday evening, May 30, at Methodist
prelude on the primary law. Such instreet.
—
terest was taken in the latter, however,
vestry—Flag social. Admission, includExtensive repairs are being made upon that the
speaker was compelled to cut short ing refreshments, 15 cents.
Mamo
I Ellsworth,
and many improvements added to the the main
COUNTY.
topic of the evening, greatly to
Commenced Business
barber-shop of Ernest J. Brown on Water the regret of the audience.
25
and
June
Tuesday and Wednesday,
May 1, 1873.
street.
Congregational parish

The

C. W. GRINDAL, Water St.

Revs.

sermon.

Everybody

Harbor,

Mrs. Ida Flood, who has spent the winter at Hillman Heath’s, has returned to
Nicolln.
Mrs. John L. Perry, who has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Harold Maddocks,
went to Sorrento Saturday night for a
two weeks’ visit.

i

J

>

*
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Main st.

UtljO

for the next three weeks I shall hove a
SPECIAL SALE of Boots and Shoes, offering a discount of 60c on f 3.50 and t4 grades

H. P. CARTER.

Ellsworth.

|

a&irrtisnncrus.

ftintnal Bcnrftt Column.

i

And here I get introduction to the
short.
Rood will and generosity of the good people
of Nova Scotia; for this boy object# to being
This column is devoted tothefimnge.espaid for bis services. But I insist.
I am now settled at tbe farmhouse, end I ! pecially to the granges of Hancock county.
The
column Is ©pen to all grangers for the
find that, after all, I did get off at the right
station. Smith's cove Include# two covet and | discussion of topics of genera) interest, and
! for reports of grange meeting*. Make letters
a point of lend, and properly speaking, has
short and concise. AH communications must
8cea».
three stations.
be signed, but names will not be printed MOOLDEN T»Ot-0«T.
All com*
cept by permission of thw writer.
Do right, tbo* pein end anguish be thy lot.
manicatiocs will be subject to approval by
Thy heart will cheer thee when the pain's for- the editor, bnt none will be rejected without
got.
good reaeon.
Do wrong for pleasure's sake, then count tby

3mong tl)r (Srangrre.

j
VDITED

[ta

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning June 2, 1912.
Topic.—The Christian virtues.—VI. F1dellty.-Rev II. 1-10. (Consecration meeting.) Edited by Rev Sherman H. Doyle.
D. D

Id the letter which Christ Instructs
John to write to the church In Smyrna. from which our lesson Is taken,
there are several suggestions concernfidelity—
ing the Christian virtue
which are well worth our prayerful
The very
and serious consideration.
place In which Christ exhorts to faith—

fulness aptly Illustrates Its Importance
In the Christian religion. It Is smong
His last Instructions to the cbnrch.
and last Instructions are always of
special Importance. Christ knew from
bitter experience what unfaithfulness
Id the most critical experimeant
ence of His life His disciples proved
faithless, and even Peter basely denied Him. On the other hand, when
fie lbdked down from the cross and
.beheld the faithful women who had
remained true to Him In splfe of
He beheld the beauty of
crowned It with an abundant reward by showing Himself first
t4 all after His resurrection from the

gyerytblng
qdellty and

dead to these
We are not
faithfulness

same

faithful

women.

surprised, therofo**. tnat

should occupy such an
Important place In Ills mind and that
*amOng His last Instructions to the

BT **AOWT

WOMAN SICK
TWELVE YEARS

MAD©**'

Helpful and Hopeful

Motto:

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—U Is for the mutaa
benefit, and alias to be helpful and hopefuf
Being for the com non good, it Is fer the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Us success depends largely
Gomon the support given it In thts respect
tnuntcatlons must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by pern Isson
Communications will be subject to appruvalor
rejection by the editor of the column, uuvnone
wtU be rejected without good reason- Address
all communications to
Tag AMRIUCaM.
Ellsworth. Me.
.Memorial day of on
Who in the cause of

Proudly
Where

there
indeed of

were

Worthy
Let the

bright

such heroes as ours?
homage and flowers!
petals be scattered in showers.
ever

ing

ging

they

our

^rmmU(je

ever

be

proved.

Never forgotten, their valor shall live
Through coining ages, and luster shall give
The crown which the victor at last shall receive.
Selected.
—

I

l

Your valuable medicine is worth more
than mountains of gold to suffering women.”—Mrs. Bektha Muff, 603 N. 4th

it

was

when

*ay, “the end to them.
No, 1 did not get

letters

into

—

sponge 1 have made biscuit from.
Now the new milch bread I made worried
quite a good deal, for the emptyings did
not begin to rise until 4 p. m and 1 mixed it
at 8 a.m.
I watched it very carefully until 4
p. m., when I noticed just a few bubbles, and
my spirits arose accordingly, and 1 left it for
half an hour.
On looking again it was
ueuriy to the top of^the pail, and I made
preparations for mixing the loaves. When it
was away np I made'my loaves and let them
rise until my tins were full, then baked ft
very carefully, but the bread seemed dry and
rather hard.
Now I want to ask M. E. if she thinks I got
in too much flour or baked it too long or
did nutlet it rise long eoough in the emptyings or in the tins? I mixed it as per directions, but it was not first class, neither
wholly bad. Now, Aunt Maria, remember you
said ’pon honor I will.
laisu Molly.
the

me

BIBLE

!

READINGS.

Num. xii. 141: 11 Kings xii. 915: 11 Chrnn. xxxl, 11. 12: ITov.
xx. 10: .Matt
xxlv. 42-51; xxv,
22, 23: Horn. xii. 10. 11: II Cor
11. 17; Tit. 11. 9-16: Jas. 1. 12:
Heb. x. 23 25: III John 1-7.

Value of Now Schamas.
The model Endeavorer will not be
afraid to start new schemes. Christian
Endeavor from its beginning has been
a series of new starts and new schemes.
Its religious and secular life are so Interwoven that you never know what a
new plan
will accomplish. Some Entleavorers took possession of the pastor's study while he was away on his
vacation and completely renovated It.
putting In a new carpet desk and
chairs. Of course the pastor preached
better after his return. The young people were interested In the place where
the sermous were prepared and. of
course. In the sermons themselves, and
the final result was a revival.
New
work springs from new work.
Ths CHristisn Endssvor Army.
According to the report of General
Secretary Shaw, there are 71,493 socie-

Dear Aunt Madge
I think I will write you a short letter, but I
don’t know as 1 can write |you anything that
will be interesting; if it is not, you are
under no obligations to have ic.publi8hed.
I have been thinking about how many there
are of us that are scattered all the
way from
the Atlantic to the Pacific who are the descendants of the first settlers of Sorrento.
Perhaps it would pi ease all our relatives and
friends to learu that apnonumeut was buiit
last summer near the§old; Preble cellar to
perpetuate the memories of these hardy
pioneers who first landedfon our rocky shore,
then dove into our dark forest, cleared land,
and built up homes, while surrounded by Indians and bears.
Bears were very plentiful and troublesome
in “ye olden tymes”. My grandmother used
to tell me a great many bear stories, and I
will try and tell youjone of them. If I should
not tell it correctly in every particular, I
hope
to
excused, for it|has been st least seventy-

ties enrolled In the great Christian Endeavor urmy. with 3.551.100 members
Practically all denominations are represented. the Presbyterians being first
with 10.198 societies. There are 48.561
In cases of rheumatism, relief from
comrades of the Quiet Hour and 25.773
pain
members of the Tenth Legion who give makes sleep and rest possible. This may
be obtained by applying k Chamberlain’s
one-tenth of their Income to the Lord.
Liniment. For sale by all dealers.

scsax’b

are

Webster,

Mrs. Amanda

of

Heargport,

Mrs.

phine,
are

and daughter Josespent thekw inter in Portland,
is

home

ha#

employed

been

business

in

Durgain’a mill.

Boland

Boss Conner and Beuhcn Oevcreux came
from Seven-Hundred-Acre island Saturday, to visit their families.
U.
May ».

A

son was

born to A.

L. Black and wife

Work is progressing rapidly on Frank
Me Mullin'* new shed on hi# wharf.
congratulation*
May 20.
a

on

arc

the birth of

a son.

F. M.

recently purchased

in

the

chair.

ing

was

small, but the meetinstructive. The lecturer pro

trm

gave

a

ters

w as

short but

interesting program.

program of music and
discussed the question:
have the right to vote on

provided

the

readings, and
**Should women
school qoeftione?”

The

j

the brothers

|

are

At the next

meeting

1JATS2I>E.

j read by Bister Grace Hodgkins, and alpha*
to i betical rhymes by S. J. Young were en-

Lester Young returned this week
Waitrville to complete his junior course at
Coburn.

Harvey Bragdon

Capt.

visit home from New

made

York

a

joyed.
Alms

Holt.
short i

Saturday,

re-

turning Sunday.
Lewis

Heading*

Coggins,

|

•

were

Cass it-

given by Bisters

king

Bhiriey

and

A

dialogue, “Woman’s Rights,”
j «as given, and a vocal duet by Muriel
! Linscott and Bhiriey Holt. Next week
! the brothers will furnish the entertain*

Smith, who is employed at Bar meat.
made a short visit home Sunday,
I
HlllHI.AND, 3W, NORTH PKHOMCOT.
returning Monday.
Highland grange met May 24; twenty1). Y. McFarland and wife, who have
nine present. A good program was gtveu.
spent tbe winter in Leicester, Mass., are |
Next meeting will be young people's
home for the summer.
meeting, with Hill Wilson as master. A
Mrs. C. M. Kittredge and sister. Mrs.
memorial program will be given.
Hollis Austin, went to Tremout tbe last of
the week to visit their brother.
Th» Demon* of the

iiarbor,

1

Swamp

Mrs.

Clara Ford,

who

has

spent

some

time at Mrs. Ellen
a

Young's, has gone for
visit to her sister, Mrs. George King.

May

27._Y.
WEST 8TONLNGTON.

• re

mosquitos

A*

home.

The Methodist parsonage is reaidy for
occupancy, and the pastor will move in

malaria germ* iu the blood. Then follow the
icy chills aud the fires of ferer. The* appetite
flic* siui the strength fails; also malaria often
paves the way for deadly typhoid- Hut Electric Bitters kill and cast out the malaria
(terms from the blood; give you a fine
appetite and renew your strength.
After long
suffering,” wrote Wm. Fretwell, of Lucama,
N.
“three bottles drove ail the malaria
from my system, and I*ve had good health
ever since.”
Best for ail stomach, liver and
kidney tils, 3U cU. at all druggists.
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Letters to

"I suffered from indigestion far*
long time. Last May 1 aini'-t “‘‘S;
The doctor told me it was a-'iile
®u
gestion and 1 coaid not J*
r.
Since that time 1 have suffered
1
much, us some days everything
*
even light food, as soft V“
sown

particular. Inquire ot
O.iW. t.hkt, aee»y.
FirMJN.t tBaiKBWy.
A. w. Ino, Pra.klenL

tojt ]l!

distress me. I
j
Sometimes I felt tint
could not live another day. A
tab
ago I got a box of MI-O-JTA **'
j
Before I bad used them a
u
was better.
I have_ used two
r>u
and 1 feel as well as I ever didA. I’etera, JacksoD, Ga
r

pounds.

Wg

Use MI-O-N’A stomach tablets
relief from sour stomach.
of
ness, heartburn, belching
*■**-,.
distress after eating. They are g ^
at
anteed
Large tox 50 cents
Parcher’ sand druggists every*

quirk

Wear

j

»(

tUiniv

would

pal

menu, II per than.

WHT FAT

Ursln sml

Oau. hu
004?tt Short#" bag
ITS MU tent
Corn.
ha*
ITS Middling*.?
Cora meal,hag
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All Who Suffer.

Elliioriii Loan and Baildmg Ass’n
U

m

«
Shad.each.
I»«t» Clams. ,4t,

flnur,
per bbl—

Floor

Mum.

If you haven't the time to exerice regularly
Doan’s Kegulets will prevent constipation.
They induce a mild. easy, healthful action of
tbe bowels without griping. Ask yonr druggist for them. 25c.—Add.

atrsh rtak,
It Cod.

Haddock.
Halibut.

Important

(Banking.

this week.

May

they sting they put deadly

4

Benjamin Tracy and wife, who have
been in Troy, N. Y., some weeks, are

14

I7#&5

Mackerel. *.

|

2

Laid,

«
in
|f« ip* a Jit g
Justice Kli Cherry, of Gild* Mi

vide the program.

_

to-day.

Lamb,

‘32

fill the chairs aud pro-

to

47»i, KI.L* WORTH.
The regular meeting of Hay side grange
P. W. Richardson A Son have started on
was held May 22. with a good attendance.
the new shed which is to be built on their
; The sisters had by fifteen points in the
wharf.
Schooner Hattie Lewis arrived
contest. The
contest
supper will be
with the lumber last week. Fred Rich is
It was voted to observe
! served June 5.
the
work.
doing
May 29 as a “Memorial” meeting. The
Mrs. Charles B. Dix presented McKinley lecturer was instructed to
arrange a suitalodge, F. and A. M., with a piece of the ble program and to engage a speaker.
wood of ship Roosevelt, in which Peary The meeting will be an
open session. All
reached the North Pole. The wood bears art invited to be
present.
the pictures of the ship, and of Capt. Dix
and Commander Peary, with autograph of
I.AMOINK, JM.*
each. The gift is valued greatly by the
The ladies entertained at tba last meetlodge as an interesting memento of Capt. ing, Sister Alina Coggins in the chair. At
Dix, who was esteemed most highly by all receas, each brother was
presented with*
i
who knew him.
j box of candy tied with ribbon to match
P. M.
May 27.
worn
bows
the
I
sister*. Partner* were
by
•
j found in this manner, and Ibe “candy
NORTH LAMOINii.
march” was much enjoyed. After recess
Capt. A. B. Holt and w ife left for South the ladies' orchestra, orgenixed for the oc*
;
Goulds boro to-day, for tbe season.
; casion, gave a selection, which won hearty
Miss Hazel Kelley, w bo has spent three applause.
An original poem, written
j
weeks at Tbe Lima, returned to Bangor 1 by Misa Phoeie Higgins, of
Caribou, was

<

Lamb:

w

Salt.

li#li

Roast a

May 25; f*»iQr

15&, NORTH BUCRJIFORT.
Floral grange met May 21; twenty-seven
present. Worthy master appointed sisters to fill the chairs for the evening, with
Mary lolomv a* worthy master. The sis-

receiving

regular Saturday night dance will
in
l»e given Saturday
Sawyer’s hall.
Music by Joy's orchestra.
A large number of members of McKinley lodge, F. and A. M., visited the lodge
at Mt. Deaert Saturday evening.

met

FLORAL,

_

P. W. Richardson
horse in Bangor.

grange

Henry W. Glass

The attendance

33

Steak,

«S, WBT ELLSWORTH.

Home

Overseer

Reed

visitor

was

Harvest

18.

Mr. and Mrs. Hollis

degree*.

May 23; twenty-six

held
one

HARVEST HOME.

M'KJNLKY.

May

in-

were

fourth

present. Much
transacted, besides conferring the tirst and second degrees on two
candidates. Owing to the lateness of the
hour, the literary program was omitted.

North

from

Veal:

even-

bountiful feast followed.

was
grange
members and

at home.

Harvey Webster
Sedgwick where he

Pork.
«
hop.
Ham. nhr'l
hfaoaj,iff'
Hteou,

*M«0
15«»
18*15

Corned,

visitors!

MAl&APAqUA, 477. SOUTH BtXEHILL.
The regular meeting of Msssapequa

Mary Wescott
who

candidate*

structed in the third and
A

3

Molaase*. get.
»*«o
HeetiMHl FreriitoRi,

Cracked

member* and six

Three

present.

the guest of friends in this vicinity.
Will Dyer, who has been the guest of
James Hatch, has returned to Boston.

*

*

•

Mariavilie grange met Saturday

ing: fifty-two

is

a

K,

10

Beef, i:
Steak.
RoaeU.

MARI A VI UK. 441.

visiting

Oran meal

Powdered,

_

their

trip.

L>*<ir Aunt Madge:
This morning. July 11. as soon as cur boat is
made fast to her pier and the gang plank
thrown ont, all passengers, of course, go
| ashore and meet the custom officers; but as 1
have only two suit cases which 1 opc*n at once,
1 am soon clear and make for the train known
as the “Biuenose" that
runs between Yarmouth and Halifax. And being seated in a
car. 1 wait and watch for an hour, it seem* to
me, for the train to pull out.
1 had eaten iny breakfast on board the ship.
1
It was a good breakfast which 1 very much
enjoyed 1 was hungry. You will remember
that I missed my supper last night; and this
; morning I hud that the sea air of the night
has returned to me my appetite lost in the
neighborhood of Boston.
My plan is to spend n week in Smith’s cove,
1 hope on a farm; but as the Biuenose will
not let me otf there, I am obliged to change at
This
Digby to an accommodation train.
| gives me sufficient time to get a lunch, post
cards and look over the town a very little.
Taking train again, going around the head
i Digby bay, crossing a bridge, arriving at
of Smith's cove statiou on the other side of the
bay directly opposite Digby, I get off; and
here I learn from the mail-carrier, awaiting
the down train, that I am off at the wrong
station for Bmilh’s cove, and should have
gone on to the next station, “Panorama."
Well, 1 am in a fix. or seem to be, at least.
The next station is s mile or more away.
1 tell the mail-carrier that I wish to go to
some farmhouse where I can get* good accommodations. He directs me to one half a
I must walk up the track a
mile distant.
piece till I come to a road ou my right hand,
a
golug through field. I will see the house
when I come to the field. “They take boardIt is a very long way for
ers there,’’ he says.
me, carrying my two suit cases, to go.
But
fortunately there is a boy at hand. He
takes the larger of my two suit cases and we
walk along together up the track and through
the field; and as we,talk much the mile seems

P. Guilford hss returned to
Head to yesumc Ashing.

Fred Ward well and wife
son Bay at Harboraide.

W Rollins, John Wood

*J2
’**

Bjemc.i,

<**? Oil-per eel"
0»h,
Lineo-ed

Uraouiated.
Yellow. C

Program of boat grange
Closing

Arthur
Owl's

jumped out of bed, grabbed his old flintlock
and started, son* clothes, for the barn, where
he found Mr. Bruin hugging Mrs. Sukie, and
trying to lift her over the hog-yard fence. A
well-directed buliet from his old flintlock
instantly knocked all the expectati ns of
bruin's picnic dinner out of him. After a few
and
he
convulsions,
grouud tumblings
dropped dons and fell into that sleep that
knows no waking.
As the report of the gun died
away the
with
it.
passed
away
pandemonium
Orsudma. wishing to know the whole tragedy,
got out of bed and slipped on her shoes and
in her long, white night-dress, started down
towards the barn, where she met grandfather
coming up. He mistook her for a ghost and
was nearly
paralyzed with fear. In a wenk
and trembling voice he asked: “Who. from the
infernal world, be you?” But he recovered
bis consciousness when grandma spoke and
asked him: “Benjamin, did yon shoot the
bear, or did you shoot the old sow?”
Uare lb Dcdlby.

that

any
the two stood firm against the ten
Christmas box for emergencies, just like this
faithless spies and the clamoring* of one. Of course
all
knew that was a leal
you
the people that their fidelity was seen just turned over a little bit. then turned back
It was easy to into the same old place.
in Its true character.
I
What am I doing this spring? Well, just
be faithful to Christ on the day of the
triumphal entry, but bow different on now I am writing U> the column. My kitchen
floor
needs sweeping, and 1 have lot* of ironIt is the
the day of the crucifixion:
iugtodo. Am getting dinner for three peoday of adversity that tests fidelity, and ple—that i* cookiug
joow. This afternoon I
if we are not faithful In trouble. In
shall ptan*. a few flower seeds, so when I go to
tribulation, in poverty and In persecu- the reunion in the fail I can have a few blosj
tlon we are all false and there Is no
soms to Lake along,, and then Aunt
Maria
fidelity in ns.
j won’t ask me why 1 did not bring blossoms,
3. Christ commands continued fidel- j I shan't goto the reunion if there is to be a
ity. "Be thou faithful uuto death." camera along.
Have we had any: experiences?
Yes, I have
Christian faithfulness is not to endure
had two, one with rheumatism and one with
for a day. but for all days.
Incon- new milch bread.
The bread was not a failIt ure, nor a real success, but we ate it. There
stant fairtifulness Is faithlessness.
Is only the faithfulness uuto death
was a real good taste to it
a real homey
that counts or wins the crown.
He taste. The rheumatism was a success as far
who puts his hand to the plow and as pain goes, but ! had to keep moving to
keep from losing Ihe'use of my limbs, and in
even looks back is not fit for the kingthat it was a failure, for 1 am better now and
dom of heaven.
Ilis very look indican dig dandelions veryicomfortably.
cates faithlessness of heart, and "as a
Now, Dell, after you is mauners, that is why
man thinketh in bis heart so is he."
I waited uutii you did your duty, then I knew
4.
fidelChrist promises to reward
it was time 1 did mine. 1 have no dog to cry
ity. "Be thou faithful unlo death and wnen I go out, as you have. He would not
I will give thee a crown of life." Christ cry if I did have—be would do as the others
Is faithful to all His promises, and He do (laugh); I can'do all the crying needed,
will he to this one
And what a re- and that is because I.can’t go out more.
House cleaned? No indeed. I don’t know
ward-eternal life as a crown for
when it will be, either. Some of it is done,
What are the trials of but I
faithfulness!
hardly know'where I left off now, so I
this life when compared to such a suppose I will have to begin all over
again.
crown? In view of this promise we. But I mean to write this letter first.
You are not the only one, Aunt Maria, who
like Paul, should "keep the faith." and
for us as for him there will be laid np keeps a little brown stone.pot with mixing in
it for biscuit, for I have,one.and have always
a crown of life and of righteousness.
used one, occasionally dropping in a piece of
The Lord hath promised It. aud He will

fulfill 1L
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ing of Hancock Pomona grange with
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*e«atablaa.
M Onion*

Celerj, bench.
Cneombor*. each

butus grange. Burry, June 7:
George H. Emerson property to W. E. I
has
who
taken
Opening exercises
poeaeaaion.
Ordway,
Address of welcome.Master Host Orange
L.
May 2f>.

Hewn

church He should say. "Be thou faithStreet, Louisiana, Mo.
ful" Without fidelity It Is Impossible Dear Aunt Madge and the M B.*$:
I feel a* Dell did thal we ought to come to
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comto please God or to truly serve Christ
bat 1 pound, made from native roots and herbs,
Lnto the front and help to fill oar column,
1. Christ commands fidelity.
suppose that I should have been selfish and
contains no narcotic or harmful drugs,
the angel of the church In Smyrna
left it for the rest to do If I had not had the
and to-day holds the record of being the
write. * * • Be thou faithful." This misfortune to stick a tack into
and
foot,
my
J
successful remedy for female ills we
command of Christ should settle the so now all that I have to do is to alt around most
know of, and thousands of voluntary
matter so far as the Christian church
and see the rest work.
on file in the Pinkham
I was deep in boose-cleaning
bad the fur- testimonials
and Christian people are concerned.
at Lynn,Mass., seem to prove
It is for Christ to command and for niture moved into the midddle of my bed- laboratory
It Is only by obedience to room, dining-room and kitchen, and had this fact.
ns to obey.
cleaned and painted the bed-room and din- >
His commands that we can please
If you want special advice write to
ing-room and one coat on the kitchen; the j
Him or have a right to a place among
I.ydia I'- Pinkham Medicine Co. iconfiold paper was torn off of all the rooms and
"Ye are My friends If the new
dentist> Lynn, Mass. Yonr letter will
Ills disciples.
paper ready to put on. when I
ye do whatsoever I commaud you." stepped on a large tack. So to-day tny boys ! be opened, read and answered by a
He commands faithfulness, and we (they are boys to me if they are grown up; are j woman and held in strict confidence.
should therefore practice the vtrtne of papering the kitchen. They are not used to !
fidelity. To fall to do so Is to forfeit such work, but they are doing nicely. They five years since she told it to me. and I do not
may like doing it so well that they will keep claim that
our right to dlsclpleshlp; it Is to make
my memory in infallible.
on and paper the other two rooma.
Hhc told me that when they lived in their
ourselves unworthy of a place in His
This is a cold, backward spring. It does
log house they had what we call a lean-to
affections and In His kingdom.
not seem as
though anything could grow
2. Christ commands fidelity In the much if it is put into the ground. We have built on one side of it. One nifeht they heard
The Christians pea* up and have some string beans planted something very heavy walking on the roof
midst of adversities.
over their beads.
A part of this lean-to was
of Smyrna were troubled. They were and about a thousand hills of potatoes. I
occupied for sleeping rooms, and the other
have
not
done
to
set
bitand
gardening
were
any
yet
only
being
by
persecuted
poor
for a storeroom and larder.
She got up.
Air.
ter enemies
But notwithstanding all oat a bed of daffodils.
opened a slide and looked out and saw a large
these things Christ commanded them
bear Jump down. The bear looked at her in
Dear Aunt Madge:
a disappointed way. as much as to say:
“1
to be faithful.
Fidelity Is not for days
•‘I take my pen in hand." Ahem! It is too
don't want you, grammy.” The day before
The
and
alone.
sunshine
of
prosperity
bad of your large family of n.ecea, to let you
real test comes on the days of dark- iio all the work alone. If it was not for they had butchered a calf, and tt was then tn
the larder. The bear probably smelled the
and adversity. If the twelve Snaan’s letter*, you would be alone, but even
ness
veal, and came after it.
spies had agreed the faithfulness of they can’t last always. lam enjoying everyA few minutes later the
most unearthly
one
of
and
them,
thal
will
expect
every paper
Caleb and Joshua would have had no
noise came to their
ears.
Grandfather

special significance,
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JlT*11? Conner is working for C. M. j
from cramp*, and at Leach.
times I could hardly walk. The doctors
Mrs. W. 8. Bridges, of Penobscot, Is vissaid I might die at one of those times,
iting here.
but I took Lydia E. Pinkham's VegetaDavid M. Dodge is home from Bangor ; Cali to order
ble Compound and got better right away.
Music.Annie Treworgy
to do bis farming.
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Brook I in grange held Us regular meeting May 21; sixteen member* and two visThe worthy roaster, Prin
itors present.
Allen, favored with a song, which waa followed by quotations by all. There was no

the winter.

William

pains,
pains
monthly periods, bilious spells,
worse
was
all
the
and
time. I
getting
would hardly get over one spell when I
would iiS sick again. JJo tongue can tell

loved'

they
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home from
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Mary Wjwcott and daughter Jose-

Mm.

phine
■pent
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Burry.

NORTH CANTIN'E.

at

remember the price which they paid.
Who, never disheartened, never dismayed,
AH on the altar of liberty laid.
us

Friday, Jane

COUNTY NEWS.

women.

The quotation, below
(lr,
retail prior* in Ellaworth

DATS*.

departs, tbe sin remains.
—BUhop Shuitiineortk.

I very much appreciate all these helpful
letters. Will you each and all accept sinAUJfT Madok.
cere thanks from

“I bad been sick
about twelve years,
and bad eleven docI bad dragtors.

years.
Brighter, still brighter their record appears.
Fondly their loved ones now smile through
their tears.

soon

Pomona

known to the public,
but complete restoration tohealth means
so much to me that
I cannot keep from
telling mine for the
sake of other suffer-

patriot dead.
humanity bled.

Give to the breeze the dear banner
The soul stirrlu* music t© which

gains.
The p’eaeure

Louisiana, Mo.:—"I think a woman
naturally dislikes to make her troubles

Though they have slumbered for many long

Let

j

Want* Other Women to Know
How She Wa* Finally
Restored to Health.

garland with bloaaoms their bed

we

i

MARki^55

KLUWORTH

HOB RUBBERS-'"'1'

j

COUNTY NEWS.

How to Vote at the

brook, lin.
he* moved hi* family
Bridge#
Everett
n’« rent.
into E. W Griff
of Boaton, wu the
John Withington,
of Lee H. Power# lent week.

FORM

Herewith ia shown the general form of
the ballot which will be used in Hanoock
county at the primaries June 17, 1912,
and is issued simply fOT instruction of
voters. The official ballot will be much
larger
probably about 12^x19 inches.
The republican ballot will be printed

will take ttsh toThe sardine factory
clam factory cloeed Saturday.
day. The
E. 8., of Deer
Harbor View chapter, O.
Lookout chapter to viait
lile, bae invited
it June 12.
for the foundaplan* have been received
Work will betion for the new library.
gin at once.
Mrs. Cyrenna Young and daughter bare
moved into the upataire rent at Capt. U.

son.
The town base ball team went to Deer
J,if Saturday to play the high achool

winning by a score of 16-5.
Miss Nellie Fiye, who has been visiting
baa returned to Dorit B. O. Dollard’a
there,

chester, Mase.
farm

betts'

house.

being made

on

tbe

Cranford

formerly Gapt. J. M. Tib-

Col. W. B-Thompson and Mr.Clepham,
o! Washington, D. C., were in town laat
week looking after the Wells house,
which will be open tble season.
Uiea Femme.
May 27.
BAYSIDE.

Class

Annie Sargent, of West Oouldaboro, IS visiting relative* ber*.
Bayside mill, which ha* been shut down
for repairs two weeks, started op tbia

(rote for one)

For Auditor:
(vote for one)

Timothy F. Callahan.

For

Charles L. Rabson, Sedgwick.

Percy L. Aiken,

Edward E. Bragdon, Sullivan.
H. O. Smailidge, Winter Harbor.

Sorrento.

Class 6.

•

7.

Class

Albert K. McBride, Mt. Desert.
T. Richardson, Southwest Harbor.

E. Davis.
B. Estey.
Mol bury K. Haslam.

WEST BROOKSVILLE.
THE CLASSES.

Mrs. Maggie Blodgett entertained the
ladies’ circle Thursday.
Bewail D. Tapley has launched his

twenty-five

foot decked

new

|

scow.

!

and wile.

Ralph W. Tapley,

who is

attending

an

!

i-.t>»i*- school in Boston, wi\a at home
j
several days last week.
C. Roy Tapley, in his automobile, took
j
Jarvis Ureen to Bangor laat Monday. He j
was
tu-companied by Selectman Ira J.
Cousins. Mr. Green will cuter tbe boapiUi there.
TOM0OST. j
May 27.
aut■
for

•

Miss Alva Ijeighton is at l>emuel Banker's, South Gouldsboro.
PHOEBE.
May 20.

one.
;

A.

Blaisdell.

Charles W.

May

H.

27.
_

•.

Schieffelin family is expected at
their cottage here Tuesday.
John Tracy and wife, of West Gouldsboro, visited here last week.
PHCXBB.
May 27.

Elmer Pervear is home
Mar-h for three days.
.*

Everett Bridges

to

Brooklin,

has

from

Pretty

mind is still

as

active

as

of

our

dear old

in her

youth.

Amherst, and Mattie
Frost were married Saturday. The young
couple have the congratulations of their

Halph Foster,

of

•

Blank line is for

independent

to

sur-

on

anything

else.

Association

Communications Will Bo Very Welcome.
COMMITTEE.

THE TRADE EXTENSION

the rubbers

on

If you want to make the very best coffee,
free from grounds and which will need no
the experiment of putting it
in a little muslin bag before placing it in
the pot. You will be surprised at the result.
The cold strikes

up

through

a

mattress

on springs, and makes one
bed at night, lay one or two
thicknesses of newspaper over the springs;
this will keep out the cold and save the
mattress from wear.

that
cold

words

on

your

lips.

A

person’s

last

waking thoughts influence the sleep, so it
is imperative that such thoughts be quiet,

l)o not waste time and energy trying to
wash the bean-pot
the same (lay it is
emptied. Put it in a pan of water fora
day, and then it will clean easily.

cleaning

If you have used William Tell Flour it
will be bread that is good as most cake—
cake that is a miracle of tender lightness—
pastry that melts in your mouth.

candidates.

cross

I From Farm Journal. |

justs rests
in

Never put the children to bed when they
fretful, nor when you have

are nervous or

many friends.
his family
employed in j

good

Pilgrim Publicity

_I

straining, try

Mrs. Jane Poole,
ladies, is eighty-nine years old, but her
one

moved

where he will be

con-1

G. A. Frost has let two of his cows for
the season to Mr. Sargent, of Lakewood.

j

invitation

article has

[]
[]

•.

wringing-machine is to rub them clean
with a cloth dipped in coal-oil. It won’t
do any harm if the rubber absorbs a little.

valescing.

NORTH BHOOKUN.

an

(vote for one)

John A. Peters.

a

Mrs. Charles Silsby is improving.
Avery, who has been ill, is

Mrs.

The

an

For Representative to Legislature:

The best way of

Mrs. George Frost is ill.
E. G. Brimmer is in poor health.

Kenneth Bragdon is the guest of
E. E. Bragdon and wife.
Mrs. Hena Ash, of East Sullivan, is employed at Capt. A1 bee’s.

truth,

itself

and the fact that

of

[]
[ ]
n

Joy.

Womanly Wisdom.

MAR1AV1LLE.

Mrs.

statement is in

care

(vote for one)

Boyd

_

Mm. Joan Sargent is with her daughter,
Mr-. W. M. Pettee.

can

—

now
looking for a pair of horses.
George L. Leach, who sold his span several weeks ago, is still without a team,
though he has traveled extensively to find

ished above.

Joy.

credible fact
hard to believe—and the
to-day find enough believ-

one

For County Treasurer:

is

ASHVILUB.
John Carpenter is having bis house fin-

J.

R. Page...
Paul W. Scott.
John F. Wood.

prefer under-

a

Trade Extension Talk-No. lO, Series of 1912.

[]
[ ]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[ ]
[]

Fred

Class l—Eden.
Class 2 —Bucksport. Orland, Castine, Dedham and Verona.
Clan* 3— Ellsworth, Trenton, Aurora. Amherst, Otis, Mariaville. Waltham and Plantations H, 10. 21, 28, 33.
Class 4—Stonington, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
Isle an Haut, Eagle island. Hog island. Butter
island. Bear island, Pumpkin island aud Long
Island plantation.
Class 5— Gouldsboro, Sullivan,
Franklin,
Hancock. Winter Harbor. Sorrento. Eastbrook and Townships 7 and 9.
Class fl
Bluehill. Surry, Brooklin, Penobscot and Brooksville.
Class 7—Mount Desert, Tremont, Southwest
Harbor. Swan’s Island, Cranberry Isles. Lamoinc. Mt. Desert Rock aud Marshall island.

Blake, of Brooklyn, N. Y„ vis- j
iled his cousin. Oilman Blake, laat week.1
•Sherman

Mrs. Kite Henry Smith, of Sedgwick, ia
visiting ber parents, Capt. Thomas Tapley

Henry

Under tbe apportionment by the last legislature. there are seven representative classes in
Hancock county, Instead of eight, as follows:

public

A

It is the aim of the Pilgrim Publicity Association to forward
BUSINESS PROMOTION and HONEST PUBLICITY in every
way possible. Facts and statistics relating to New England bus:ness
or New England conditions will help.

(vote for one)

Henry
Hollis

common.

Boston

For County Commissioner:

Arthur

27.___

The

[]
[]
[]
t]

..

overstatement, because

purchaser

can’t make

t]

For County Attorney:
(vote for one)
Harry L. Crabtree.
George E. Googins...
Fred L. Mason.

average.

put one over
of a past age.

vived its advertising is pretty good evidence that it
is a good article.
Big advertisers realize that they

[]

•

Norris L. Heath, Penobscot.
Joseph M. Hutchins, Penobscot.

A

[]
[]
n

For Register of Probate:
(vote for one)
Timothy F. Mahoney..

Class 5.

high

a

can

able true stories about commodities to take
all the money he has to spend.

Sheriff:

•

days

isolated case; it is
of our advertisers

better seller than

a

test its

(vote for one)
Leander R. Bunker.
Forrest O. Silsby.

Tbe mill bridge at Bayside baa been
taken up and a concrete bridge put in its
place. It is a great Improvement. I- B.
Googina, of Trenton, did the work.

is

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

..

away all winter.

statement to

selective

(vote for TWO)
Melvin D. Chatto.
Alexander C. Hagerthy
J. Herbert Patten....
George A. Savage.
*.

an

large proportion

For State Senators:

1.

hundred per cent.,

strike

a

This is not

[ ]
[]
[]

•

Class 4.

Mrs. Bigelow and twc daughters, with
her sister, Mr*. Diggett, and little daughter, ail from Washington, D. C., are the
first arrivals at Shady Nook for tbe season.
R.
May

n

For Representative to Congress:
(vote for one)
Forrest J. Goodwin...
Hannibal E. Hamlin.

John A. Peters, Ellsworth.

Miss Amanda Bailey came home from
Bangor laat week. Mist Bailey baa been

[]

•

Class 3.

dan and wite.

[]
[)
[]
[J

•

Business

looking is a relic
point worthy of notice: A great national
advertiser told his advertising man to cut down the
claims he made in his copy by thirty per cent, at
least. “Why,” said the copy man, “everything I
have said is true.” “Granted,” was the reply; “but
some of your true statements sound too good to be
true; part of the truth will be enough to sell the
goods; the rest of the truth will make the purchasers
more than satisfied when they find it out.”

For Governor:
Frederick E. Bootbby.
William T. Heinee.
Albert H. Shew.

one

is

no one

Here is

[]
[ ]
[ ]
[]

*.

as

who still thinks he

man

when

(vote for one)

Class 2.

from Lewiston to
spend Monday wih bis parent*, J. W. Jor-

the truth

Figuring

For United States Senator:
Edwin C. Burleigh.
Herbert M. Heeth.
Frederick A. Powers.

England

BELIEVABLE ADVERTISING

The

Willis A. Ricker, Castine.

came

New

advertisements these

Elmer J. Morrison, Eden.

Mr*.

morning.
Frank Jordan

Make a cross IxJ in the square to the right
of the name of the person you wish to vote
for. Follow directions as to number of candidates to he marked for each office.
Add
names by writtng, or pasting stickers, in the
blank spaces, and mark a cross |x] to right of
such names. Do not state namen.

YELLOW paper.
Make a cross [x] in the square at the
right of the name of the candidate for
Note carefully
whom you wish to vote.
the instruction as to number of candidates to be voted for for each office. If
you make a cross after more than one
name where only one is to be voted for,
your vote for that particular office will not
be counted. In Hancock county there is
only one office for which more than one
candidate is to be voted for—that of State
senator, for which two may be voted for.
Do not erase any name on tbe ballot, or
make any other mark upon it except the
crosses after names.
Tbe ballot herewith represents that
which will be used in the Ellsworth representative class, or class 3.
In the other
classes the ballot will be the same as that
shown except that for the office of representative, in place of tbe name of John
A. Peters will appear the name of the
republican candidate or candidates for
representative from tbe class in which you
vote. Tbe candidates are as follows:

Eaton’».
Powers and family, of Dorcbeaat their cottage for the seatar, Mass., are

are

Benefiting

OF BALLOT.

on

Eee H.

booae,

17, 1912.

_

—

W.

Repairs

&BbrrU«itnnu».

Primary Election, June

happy

ones

at bedtime.

lect the little

There
about

are

And do not

Our own special process,
latest improved machinery, perfect organization, selected Ohio

neg-

good-night stories.
some

time-saving

preparing vegetables.

“kinks”

We

all boil

beets with skins uncut to keep the juice
in. Now put potatoes, also with the skins
on, in the same kettle, and the
tables cook nicely together;

two vege-

only beets
must go in first and boil much longer.
They will not discolor the potatoes.
If you are a dealer in rubber footwear we
wish to call Hub Rubbers to your attention.
They are a product of the Boston Rubber Shoe
Company, the quality of which you well know
is without question.
An ample advertising campaign that cannot
fail to fully inform the public of these goods
has already been contracted for.
This is a word to the wise
act on it and
your customers will be satisfied.—Advt.

t,

Red Winter Wheat, makes William Tell the ideal flour.
It is also the most economical—makes the most loaves
I
to the sack.
Have it in readiness for
Re-

/JJ

your next baking.
member to order

<141

—

8.

May 27.

abbirtwnntntB.

NORTH FRANKLIN.
sardine factory.
Fred Cole returned Thursday with a fine I Dallas Tracey has been obliged to give
pair of matched horses which he pur- up his school at Brookton gn account of
chased in Rockland.
illness.
Alonzo Carter is building an extension i Sadie LAwrie has returned to Marion to
thi

his factory and otherwise getting ready resume her school, which was suspended
for the canning of sardines.
on account of diphtheria scare.
Joseph Kneisel and wife, of Boston, i Miss Avis March, of this town,and Wilwere here last week looking over their
lard Foss, of Machias, were married last
newly-acquired property, formerly a part week at liar Harbor. Many friends exof the John Sextou estate.
tend congratulations.
XENOPHON,
May 27
j May 27.
on

Leia

Doyle

goods, and
May 20.

has

moved to

sold

her

new-

Portland.
C.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Hut little seed has been put into the
as yet.
George Eaton and wife, of Massachu-

ground

setts,

are

visiting

J. M. Hutchins and wife attended the
at Bluehill Friday.
Dell Quimby’s colt ran away last week,

creating some excitement and doing
siderable damage to his wagon.

con-

Jennie Hatch, who has been teaching in
Alton, has spent the past week with her
toother, Mrs. Abbie Hatch. She returned
to her school
to-day.
Mrs. Judith Staples, one of our oldest
residents, is quite ill at the home of her
son Andrew.
Her two sons, Charles and
Gorydon, recently visited her.

Harvey

Leach sold his horse last week
to Corydon
Staples, of North Haven, and
What Texans Admire

vigorous life, according to Hugh
iwliman, of San Antonio. “We find,” he
writes, -that Dr. King’s New Life Pills surely
Hie and energy into

person. Wife
made/’ Exkidney troubles.

all

druggists.

is

was

working in Orrington.
borne

a

few

days last

Reduced

N, A. Saunders and wile, of Bucksport,
at James Gibbons'
Mrs. Annie Fletcher and daughter, Miss
Maude White, and P. L. Aiken, of Bangor,

Effective Today!

are

made

a

short visit

day.
May 27.

at

W. P.

Dodge’s

B.
WEST

TREMONT.

Daniel Dow has moved to Owl’s Head.
Mrs. Harold Lawson and son Gardner
Swan’s
Bpent last week with relatives at
Island.
Mrs. Hollis Austin and son Carlton, of
Lamoine, and Mrs. Millard Kittredge,
and son Russell, of Trenton, visited their
brother, Otis Ingalls, last week.
THELMA.
May 27.

Being alone in the house, and hearing
burglars down-stairs, a woman had the

a large paper
presence of mind to take
it on
bag, blow it full of air, then break
loud
the wall of the stairs. Mistaking the
for a pistol shot, the robbers fled.

report

attorn tsntinits.
wear

May 30th.

Satur-

Substantial Reductions

on

all sizes.

_

a

they are the best
IS? 1 Relieve
*or stomach. liver or
at

Trundy

week.

Leon Leach.

Heath lecture

28 cts.

NORTH ORLAND.
Frank

H. R. Bates

household

TIRE PRICES

__T.

(
NORTH BROOKSV1UJS.
Mrs. Steele has moved into her
home.

MICH EL IN

HUB

RUBBERS

NEW PRICES

Size
34x4

36x4&
37x5

Old Prices

833.25

$35.75

43.75
54.00

47.25

THE SUPERIORITY

E^StFOR
Hi

II
N
W

W
i

i
M

58.75

OF MICHELIN TIRES

IS RECOGNIZED ALL OVER THE WORLD.

IN STOCK BY

EVERY

etc.,

^sISk
^^^k

curd

Every Paint a Satisfactory Paint for
its Designed Purpose.

Tov
V*

PURPOSE^jflj^R

House, summer camp, cottage, garage, barn, sheds.
hen-houses, automobiles, carriages, piazzi, floors,
tubs, screens, walls, furniture, fences, baby carpages, go-carts, toys, stove-pipes, antiques, lawn
swings and chairs, farm wagons, tools and implemerits, yachts, motor and sail boats, art work, etc.,

Ask your dealer for PORTLAND paints and
avoid disappointment.

JH||V

burgess.

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
Water Street.

winter

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

<£lic (Cllaroorth American
A

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
rcausnn
EVERT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
NT THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
r. w. Rollins. Editor and Manner.
W. H. Tin's. Associate Editor.
a year; »U»IoraU
months, 50 cents tor three months; If paid
strictD In advance. El 50, 76 and 36 cents
respectively Single copies 5 rents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of *2 pet

subscription Price—*200

year.

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.
Business communications should be addressed
to, and a’’, checks and money orders made payable to Thf. Hancock cocntt Publishing
Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

This week’s edition of The
American is 2,350 copies.

2,352

Average for the year of 1911,

WEDNESDAY MAY 29, 1912.

The

For Register of Probate.
republican candidate for

the

nomination for register of probate to
be voted for at the primaries in June
is Timothy F. Mahoney, of Ellsworth,
and he has the unique distinction of

being the only candidate for a county
office whose nomination is uncontested.
Mr.

may fairly regard
his friends do, as highly comthis,
plimentary; an acknowledgement of
his efficiency and ability In an office

Mahoney

as

less then four
years. In other public offices which
he has held, however, he gave ample
proof of his executive capacity, and
held

he has

which

it is therefore no surprise to his
friends that he has made good in the
office he now holds, and in which
republican success in September will
retain him.
What Ellsworth has known of him
as a capable bnsiness man and a loyal
republican for many years, the county
His nomination is asnow knows.

sured; hie election should follow.
Form of Ballot.
On page three may be found a form
of the ballot to be used at the primaries on June 17, accompanied by
some information as to how it is to
be used.
With it is ft list of the representative classes into which Hancock
county is now divided, and the candidates in these classes for the nomination. In classes 1, 2, 3 and 4 there
will be no contests for the nomination; in class 5 there are three candidates: in class 6 there are two, and
in class 7 there are two.
We cannot too strongly urge town
committees to see to the enrollment of
voters. The importance of this phase

WILL YOUR VOTK COUNT?

OBITUARY.

ol allotments of trout
the State flsh hatcheries include the following in Hancock county,
the fry coming from the Enfield hatchery:
Ducatil pond, Amherst, 5,000; Partridge
pond, Amherst, 5,000; Giles pond, Aurora,
5,000; Half-Mile pond. Aurora, 5,000;
Patten’s pond, Ellsworth and Surry, 5,000;
Long pond, Mt. Desert island, 10,000; Jordan pond, Mt. Desert island, 5,000; Eagle
lake, Mt. Desertisland, 5,000; Fo* pond,
5,000; Great Tunk and Little Tonk ponds,
Donnell’s pond, 7,500; Branch
15,000;
pond. Ellsworth, 7,500; Spring River lake,

The Importance of Party Knrolltnent
Before the Primaries.
This is a pertiWill your vote count?
nent question at this time. Never before in the political history of Maine has
the individual had the power that he has
to-day. By the new direct primary law
you, Mr. Voter, have been given a direct
voice in the choice of thj candidates. No
longer are your candidates chosen by
caucus and convention.
To-day you have
the choice of the candidates of your party
in your own hands.
Will you use the power that has been
given you? Will yon make your voice
heard and your vote count? To do this
you must vote in the primary election

Tree
State, Chroline Auguste, wife of Lewis W.
Tolman, born In Ellsworth June 11, 1835,
daughter of Jonathan Holll* and Caroline
Plummer Warren Haley, died at Washington, D. C.. May 18, and was laid to rest
in Rock Creek oemeterr May JO, in a spot
overshadowed by twin and lofty elms,
only a few steps from Saint Uauden’s fa-

Announcement

fry

from

5. OOP.

_

days of that big bear which has been
around “Slabtown”, a mile
south of Waltham on the Ellsworth road,
Hamlin Kingman, the faare numbered.
mous bear-trapper of Eastbrook, it after
The

prowling

bis

pelt

to add to the three others

be has

captured already this spring. This bear
made his presence known by a raid on a
sheep enclosure which Waldron B. Hastings, of Waltham, has at “Slabtown”.
The bear climbed over the ft re-foot wire
fence which surrounds the pasture, and in
one night killed six sheep and two lambs.
Mr. Kingman was notified, but the first
trap set was not strong enough. The bear
got into it, but got away. He hasn’t been
back since.

writes:
recently, I
came across a tittle volume printed in 1590,
bearing the title: ‘A Narrative ot the Life
of Miss Lucy Cole, of Sedgwick, Me.’
The book reminded me ot a long-forgotten
Mors than
incident in my young life.
sixty years ago 1 met Rev. Mr. Pinkham,
who related to me the sad story of Lucy
Cole. Mr. and Mrs. Pinkham were childless; so they adopted little Lucy Cole,
daughter ot Benjamin Cole and wife,
When fourteen
whom they dearly loved.
years old, returning from school one day,
Lucy pricked her finger with a pin or pen,
and to staunch the blood, took up anow
in her band. She died of lockjaw. Mrs.
Rebekah Pinkham wrote the story of her
life and death. She also composed some
verses which Mr. Pinkham set to music,
and be sang them to me.”
Our

correspondent

Sunset

“Looking

over some

THE 8.

P.

old books

C.

A.

PAIL*.

Driven along the country road* of Hancock county and Mt. Desert island, seeing
and using the 8. P. C. A. pails for watering horses, accept them unquestioningly
as s welcome convenience, while even the
dumb animals tor whose benefit they were
placed, recognize them and stop for refreshments, and doubtless feel, if they
cannot express, their grstitude to the one
who

placed

the

pail

there.

Few who use the pails know that it is
the devoted and generous humanity of
Miss Bowdoin, a Bar Harbor summer
resident, that credit is due. Miss Bowdoin, at her own expense, has had the
pails specially made, placed, and systo

tematically

cared for.

Twice each year, in the fall
Arno Marshall, of Trenton, at

and spring,
Miss Bow-

doin’s direction, makes a tour of inspection over all the roads where pails are

placed. Mr. Marshall is just now making
his spring trip. There are 112 of these
pails on the mainland, mostly in Hanesti- cock county, and sixty-three on Mt.

of the new law cannot be over
mated. Unless enrolled one cannot
vote at the primary in Jane. Every
voter should see to it that his neighbor is enrolled, and then see that be
votes.

Corrtspanhtntr.
Direct

Primary

I made

serious

a

Law.

answering a
the meeting I adyour city. After a

error

question put

to

dressed last

week in

at

me

in

careful study of the statutes, 1 wish to
correct it, lest some voter in your city lose
his right to vote in the primaries. I did
not remember the wording of the statute,
which 1 find to be very plain.
> iavu

vuuu

sv.tuitg,

u,

nviiuu

102, an enrollment has been made, and is
now

in the

possession

of your

city

clerk.

This is the basis of the voting lists at the
primary. To give voters the right to
change their party enrollment, the statute
(section 102) says: “A new enrollment
may be made at any time, bat the person
making such new enrollment shall not
vote in any

political

caucus

Desert island.

Each year the number is
system extended.
It is gratifying to know that the pails

increased and the
so

exposed are

Mr. Marshall,

seldom misused

or

stolen.

fall, did not
find a single pail missing.
This spring so
far he has found two pails missing, which
on

his

trip

(or primary,

of coarse) within six months thereafter
if he designates a different political party
from that named by him in the preceding
enrollment.”
Men may now change their enrollments.
If they do, however, they
plainly lose
their right to vote at all in the primary.
No change can be made since Dec. 17, 1911,
if the voter wants to vote on June 17.
The language is clear and beyond doabt.
A voter not enrolled can now enroll in
the usual manner.
A voter not enrolled at the primary can
then enroll by signing the proper papers.
My Brother Stuart’s questions were
fairly put. The fault is mine in not remembering the statute, or rather my confusion of two statutes. The reason Is unimportant. I was clearly wrong.
H. M. Heath.

Once each year, in the summer, Miss
Bowdoin makes s personal trip of inspection by automobile, accompanied by Mr.
Marshall, and no better evidence of her
devotion to the cause oould be found thsn
the picture of this woman of wealth and
refinement, brush in hand, deftly applying paint to the posts erected for the pails.

Piano Recital.
The following interesting program

was

presented last Saturday week by pupils of
Miss A. Msy Bonsey st her home on Hancock street:
Prelude.Porter
To a Wild Rose
\
u^iVf.11
To s Water Lily i.MacDowell
Hazel Giles
Chase of the Butterflies.Dennee
Polka Mazurka.Zeifert
Harry Parker

Spring Thoughts...Schmoll
Wild Rider.Schumann

Spinning Song...Kullak
Rachel Haynes
Evening Star... ..Wagner-Liszt
Fenetta Foss

Largo-.

Handel

Charles

Haynes
.MacDowell

From » Wandering Iceberg I
Shepherds All and Maidens Fair.Nevin
Margaret Dunleavy
Barn Dance.
Sanford
Catch Me if Tou Can.Krentzlio
Harry Parker
To the Spring.Grieg
Krva Giles
Zephyrs de Mai.Delacout
Hazel Giles
Filth Mazurka.Lynea
Charles Haynes
Barchetta.Nevin
Iris Mazurka...Rego
Pencils Foss

EAST LAMOINE.
Arthur Ashmore and sons Joseph and
Arthur, who went to Canada a few weeks
ago for

employment,

have returned home.

George

will return to

Canada later.

M. H. Kelley and wife, who went to Mana restaurant, are moving back.
Frank Hancock and son Sherman, of
Auburn, are visiting Capt. George Pierce.
set to open

Agnes Boynton is employed at Mrs.
Hooper’s, at Ellsworth.
May 28._N.
ISLE

Refreshments were served after tbe
cital.
NORTH BROOKS VI1XE.

John Collins and wife, of Belfast, were
guest of Mrs. Collins' parents, O. A. Pierce
and wife, last week.

Clarence Young and family will move to
Franklin this week and take charge of the
Relay house.
There will be memorial aervices at Mt.
Rest cemetery Thursday morning.

Kinney Grindle uas commenced work
the estate recently purchased ol Alice

on

AU HAUT.

Gertrude Conley is visiting her parents,
James Conley and wife, at York island.

Perkins.

May

Ernest W. Bowditch and wife, of Boston,
are in towD

looking

to the

renovating

of

the clubhouse and cottages at Lookout.
Mrs.

Elias Clough, housekeeper at the

Lookout,

with

her

daughter

Carrie and

sister, Miss Drew, arrived from New
York Friday.
C.
May 27.
her

re-

27._C.
ORLAND.

Narramisaic grange met in regular sesMay 25, with a fair attendance.
After the usual business, stories, readings snd suggestions tor tbe good of the
order were called tor by the lecturer pro
tem, and the ready response was appreciated.
sion

A

Mm. LSVH W. TOt.MAS.
daughter of the Pin*

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OF ALL KINDS

“Adams” memorial.
Her going away ws* a triumph, and not
a cause of sadness, for she had done her
work; she bad lived s long and useful life
She was a woman of wide intelligence,
and kept up a lively interest of what was
going on in the world; she had contribu-

ted both in verse sod proee to the Bridgton Nrws, Boston Tron*eripf, New York
World; to the t’Artafw*" Andeo rover and
to Spokane end Seattle papers.
At an early age she wa* sent to Bangor
only for the candidates for your own
to learn to nlsy the organ, end returning
of
other
cannot
Members
parties
party.
to this city, played In the Congregational
vote for the candidate* for your party.
music.
While her
church and taught
This means you can only cast the primary
voice we* not strong, It wss moot a pleascandidates
tor
one
nominate
to
ballot
parone, and evoked praise from quite
You can, however, vote tor any man ing
ty.
critical persons, notably the genial B. P.
nominee
of
for
candidate
as a
your party,
the “Mr*. Partington’- of the
The Shillaber,
no matter to wbat party be belong*.
Boston Port. The famous Kotechmar, of
of
the
candidates
your party receiving
Portland, was one of her teacher*. Her
greatest cumber of votes in the primary
in prose could be compered favorably
for the respective offices will be the nomi- pen
with Gail Hamilton’a.
nees of the party.
^
She wes a woman of deep sympathy,
The time to make your vote count it at
and, according to her strength, gave conthe primary election; attend it, and vote
siderable time and effort in belping th*
for the man you wish as the party’s candiunfortunate, particularly those of ber own
date for each office; you have this right,
sex, whom sbe would not consider as
and It is your duty to exercise it.
“fallen”. Tbe explanation of these noble
The matter of enrollment is quite gentraits is found In tbe feet that she wa* a
erally misunderstood. To prevent fraud,
Sbe
woman of a deeply religious nature.
and keep members of other parties from
had broad, clear, intellectual conceptions
dictating to your party, every voter must
of tbe great truths of religion, and, in adenroll as a member of some party before
dition to this, sbe bad a strong practical
be can vote in the primary. This is a
faith.
wise provision of the law. It keeps the
In abort, Mrs. Tolman's life wae a grand
nomination of representatives of the party
eucceea.
Sbe bad reached a ripe age; ebe
In the hands of the party.
was a sneoets as a citizen, a* a wife, a* a
It is merely an expression by you of the
mother and ae a Christian. Her going
party to which you wish to belong, and in
wss as peaceful and a* beautiful as
the management of whose affairs you wish ■way
tbe setting of tbe sun.
to have a voice.
Mr*. Tolman united with the Broadway
I'ntil you enroll yon cannot bags a voice
church, Spokane, Washin the choice of candidates. When you Congregational
in 1886, and at tbe time of ber
have enrolled, you can then at the primary ington,
deeth Ingram Memorial Congregational
election vote for your own candidate for
Washington. D. C.. had ber letter
cburch,
office
on
ticket.
Your
every
your party
from the Pilgrim Congregational chnrch,
enrollment is absolutely necessary, thereW'aahingtoo, of which Rev Dr.
fore, to enable you to make your vote Seattle,
Edward Lincoln Smith ia pastor. Mr
count. Having enrolled, it will then be
were
and
married
in
Mrs. Tolman
your duty to attend the primary election
1858; their only child is Clarence M. Tolon June J7.
electrical eoginerr, of the Bangor
If you believe in the principles that the man,
A Electric Co.
J. W. F.
republican party stands for and desire to Railway
have a choioe in shaping its policy and Smooth the locks of her stiver hair
choosing its candidates, you are entitled On her queenly brow, with tender care;
to enroll as a republican, irrespective of Gather the robe in a final fold
Around ber form that is still and cold;
how you have voted in the past. The enLay on ber bosom, pure aa snow,
rollment is neither a statement of how
The fairest, sweetest flowers that blow:
you have voted in the past nor a pledge as
Kiss her and leave her. yoor heart’s delight;
to how you will vote in the future. It Is
In dreamland peace she will sleep to-night.
simply your choice of the party with
A
shadowy gleam of the light that lies
which you wish to work and of which you
Around the lids of her slumbering eyes.
wish to be a member.
And her lips are closed as in fond delay
The new law knows no mugwumps.
Of the loving words she had to say;
You are either an enrolled member of
Bat her gentle heart forgot to beat.
some party, or you have no voice in the
And from busy bead to busy feet
choice of candidates. A majority of the She is strangely quiet, cold and white.
citizens of Ellsworth and Hancock county The pain is gone—she will sleep to-night.
are in sympathy with the principles of
Put by her work and her empty chair;
the republican
party. To have one of Fold
ths
she used to wear;

republican majorities
should enroll as a republi-

tboae old-fashioned

next fall, you
can, and help to nominate
clean, honest and able men.

ticket of

a

Penobscot River Salmon.
Supt. Atkins, of the Craig Brook fish
hatchery, and Ernest O. Sugden, of Or-

land,

have gone to the upper waters of the
Penobecot to survey the lands bought by
the goverment for a salmon hatchery.
salmon eggs taken at Orland are
grown there and released in the smaller
branches of the river. That this effort to

Many

--—--1

S. J. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE,

the Penobscot is successful is each
year more apparent. Last year the run
was the best for many years, and at this
writing they are coming up the river in
large numbers. The weirs have been
making good catches for the past few
restock

days.
8. D. Bridges handles most of the fish at
present. The government will soon begin to buy for spawning purposes.
Ale wives are now coming freely.
Mr.
Bridges is handling about 25,000 a day.
Thomas M. Nicholson, of Bucksport, and
Jones A Co., of Bangor, are buying great
numbers.

The weir men on Verona say that in recent years they are getting an increasing
number of very large herring full of
spawn,

finding

showing that these fish

spawning

beds

are

again

up the river.
would doubtless

Proper effort, they think,
bring back the shad that

once

crowded

these waters.

Soldiers’ Monument at Hancock.
Hancock, May 28, (special)
The soldiers’ monument erected in the square
here will be dedicated to-morrow afternoon at 2 o'clock with
appropriate exercises.
The monument is of handsome design
and workmanship. A shaft of granite on
a triple base is surmounted
by the figure
of a soldier at parade rest. H. W.
Dunn,
—

*^r, „

Jtor Salt.

LamsonS

White Orplng"tf KLLKRSTRAKS Crystalfern
*» mating
bred
IV tone -Standard utility
from
alao
egg*
for
Ml
Kgga. (1
P-F'
month Hock*, febodi1 I»lnnd Rmi nnd Vkhltn
Wyandottea. II for U. Turkey a eggs la een-

Hubbard

B. B. Mclarraa. Binehlll,
each.
aoa, 30c
Maine. Tel. M4._
OUSE—Of I® room on Forth atreet.
Barn, carriage honee. garden tools,
Tine
Place lor
about 1-4 acrea of land
Formerly the late John I- Moor
garden
place. Inquire of wa. T. Moon, as Alder St-.
Waltham. Mnee.
Bulck louring car; M h. p. Ha*
CTO
been need aome; Bist class ahape. rally
Kile.
teen at garage of
equipped. May beWorka.
A Mch
Inquire of Mas.
Mean* "Heart. Kllawortb. Me.

A

Fonntfry

Straw hats for 1912
At the head in style
A style for every head

Oak Point, la Trenton, ltmllen
with good-aired lot;
summer residence.
Apply lo
Lots A Bncnina Ana'*, Kiln-

below Kllawortb.
HOUSE—At
fine location lot
P-i-t-swcarii
worth. Mr.

-lyrioONS

__

Concord atyla road wagon.
one-boree |lgger; eaprrea
O. P. ToaCheap
wagon; pong: sleigh
nanen, Kamo I as (Rllewortn, R- F. D. t). Me.
—

nearly

new;

Ole a Marr la
TRAWHBRRY PLANTS
the variety; large, dark, red and of beet
'Sc per ICO
I.OM;
Me
10®;
*4
per
per
quality.
poet paid A. A. Kterwan. Dealer. Me.
TkLACB—Near month of Union rleer. In Kileworth. »t» acres, with shore froat. dwellA
ing and outbuildings: good well. For particulars apply to F. U- Mason,

FOR SALE BY

Ellsworth._

Reliable CloibiDg Co..

UTOMOBILK-M h. p. roalater; recently
Coat SIAM; price BMB.
oyefhauled
buys lt._ Addreae Bog MB. Ellsworth.
W f ABE—Small', bay mare, eight years o'tT;
-i>A compactly built; Morgan tape; good
saddler. Addreae Bol St. BlaahlU, Mt

RlUworth, Mr.

cash

aiOAD WAOON-Day la autke. brand new.
Ik neeer uaed; a bargain. Apply loFaana
R. Moose.

Ellsworth.___

AI7AOONI Crank aaTe Jigger, dump cart
» and high wagon. Apply *o E. A. Lan-

wonn.

Ellsworth.

TJOTATOSS -TrSh

Cobbler

and
H. B.

Green
Patl-

Jr

Mountain seed

Ltea,

KHaworth-___

OTTAGB

potatoes.

PleaaaaT’beacn.

At

Ba.alde

Inquire of C. B. GatnnaL, Kllawortb. Ms,

Zq Let
YTfrRNIHHRD COTTAGE- 1 will rent my
cottage at Pleasant Beach. Trenton, for
month or the season. Cottage has 7 rooms
All well furnished
Including 4 chambers.
Fine well water piped to bonse. For terms address Abtbcs Him, Ellsworth. Me.

J

one

_

At East Ulnehtll for the summer.
Pleasant locaNine furnished rooms
Mas.
Well-water piprd to the boos*
tion
N. I. Ridlox. MO Cottage *t„ Booth Portland.
Me.

HOUSE-

_

lie oxer C. U Morang's clothSuitable for docing-store. Main st.
tor’s. lawyer’s or insurance office
Inquire of
C. L. Moasxo, Ellsworth

OFFICES—Bo

oeer Moore’s drug store. Just ref rated by B. T Howie; hot water beat and
let. Inquire of K. O Mooaa, Ellsworth

fltFFICKB

T>ASTURAOB—For young stock. Plenty of
water from boiling spring near shore
1
Apply to F M. Msddocks. Nicotic. Me

&flp Q&intrfe.
AND OIRLB
For beet
ej\ Fv f summer hotel*, sporting camps
and year around hotels
Highest wages paid
Cooks, waitresses, chamber maids, kitchen,
pantry and laundry help. For reliable hotel
apply now and always to the Mat**
oral Aobxcy 91 Main at, Bangor, Me.

O, blessed sleep, that will not break
For tears, nor prayers, nor love’s sweet sake;
O. perfect rest! that knows no pain.
No thought, no thrill of heart or brain;
O, life! sublime beyond all speech,
That only the pure through dying reach;
God understands, and His ways are right;
Bid His beloved a long good-nigbt.

be

\ WOMEN

—

Editions

small yacht and
mootba. Mast
Wages 010 to 03ft
s month.
Apply to Carr. Joss KaY. Ja..
Ellsworth, Me tL F. D. No. 1. or to Da. B. L.
Hwax, 14S 81. James place. Brooklyn, N. Y
to
act as extra
neat

cook

on

a

hand for
COOK—Man
and obliging.
clean,

two

is offered

opportunity
learn the
young
C'lOMPOBITORB—
typesetting. Apply at Aacnaicsx
An

j one
trade of
office

or

two

women

to

To learn printer’s trade
Awaaicax office.

BOY

WANTED: AO

She is not tired now; the weary bands
Which toiled so many years for others' good
Are folded now upon the silent breast.
The feet so swift to run on deeds of love
Shall rest foreveripore; and the voice,
Whose music brought such gladness to oar
hearts.
Is hushed forever; yet we would not weep.
This is the casket here; the priceless gem,
The immortal aou), has now pat on the
Incorruptible. The wasted hands are
Holding out the victor’s palm; the thin, white
Face is radiant, within the sunshine
Of her Saviour's smile; and the brow, eo
marked
With care and pain and suffering, is crowned
With matchless diadem- The voice, though
hushed
To earth ears, rises now in rapturous strains,
Singing the Joyous hallelujahs to
The Lamb once slain.
We would not mourn for her;
Dear ones long severed gather

round her

there,
And words of loving welcome reach her ears.
While over all the gracious plaudit sounds:
"Servant of God, 'Well done!'”
She is not dead;
The body only tarns unto its own.
She has but entered on
life.

eternal

8he is not dead; her spirit clothed upon
Ellsworth, was the contractor.
The servioes at the momument will take i With immortality reigns with the saints
plaoe at 2 o'clock. The momument will Around the great white throne. She is not
dead.
be presented to the town by
Oapt. O. W. But, clad in garments of
perennial youth.
Voss, chairman of the momument com- She lives within the
paradise of God.
mittee, and accepted on behalf of the town
So let yonr hearts be oomforted, and as
by First-Selectman Chester Stratton.
There will be music by the Southwest You gaze on the transfigured throng, of which
She now is one, think not of your great loas
Harbor band, and singing by a local
But of her blessedness. And raise your hearts
quartet. The school children of all the In grateful prayer to God that He has set
schools in loa n will take part in the ex- His mark on
you and made you sacred
ercises.
With His touch.
And thank Him, too, that
He has
Following the ceremony at the monument, there will be exercises at the hall. Crowned her years of faithful, loving service
Dr. Daniel A. Robinson, of Bangor, will be lu His name, by constant presence at His
Side; that from death’s sleep she has awakened
the orator of the day.
In His likeneas. and is satisfied.
After the exercises at the hall, line will
—«!• W. Frizzell.
be formeckfor the march to the cemetery,
where the grange will observe its usual
WEST STONINGTON.
practice of decorating graves.
of

Sterling Stinson has related rooms in
The newspaper which has no uniform Greely Small's house.
rate for advertising space, and is satisGuy Cleveland arrived Friday from Mil*fied to take what it can get for it, is a linocket, where he has been employed the
eheap advertising medium, and the ad- paat year, to spend a few days with his
vertiser need expect nothing hut
cheap : family.
results.—Lewrenoeburg (Ind.) Press.
Mum.
| May 21.

AND WOJIKS

G. A. Parcber, the enterprisiog dragla advertising
to-day lor Shy
men and women to take advantage ot im

gist,

special

half

price

offer be

ia

making

»

Dr. Howard's celebrated specific lor the
cure ol const yalion and dyapepre, sad
get a fifty cent package at bail-price, 2
cents.
Ho positive ia be of tbe remarkable
power ot Ibis specific to cure these daeases, ae well aa sick headaches and liver
troublaa, that he agrees to refund tbe
money to any customer whom tbia medicine does not quickly relieve and core.

With Dr. Howard's specific at hand, yoa
eat what you waat and bare no fear of
ill consequence. It strengthen* tbe eiomseb, gives perfect digeetion, regulate# tbe
bowels, creates an appetite, and make
life worth tbe living.
If you cannot rail at G. A. INrcberi
store to-day, send him 25 cents by mail
and be will send you a package promptly,
can

—

Apply

at

G. A. Parcber has bean able to eecarv
a limited supply of tbe specific, eo
greet la tbe demand, and you should got
delay taking advantage of tbe liberal olkt
be le making this week.

only

Success with your Chicks
Ht*on
depend* upon tbe
There is nothing better then ll-O-Stearn* Cooked
Chick Feed. Try a bag and your
chick lroot)lee are over.

tbU

proper food.

I Hava • Oomplate Line of Poultry atnd Dairy Supplies end
can quote the lowest

prices.

come no more.

For the sunbeam flown from hearth to door,
For a missing step, for the nameless grace
Of a tender voice and a loving face;
But not for the soul whose goal is won.
Whose infinite joy is just begun;
Not for the spirit enrobed in light.
And crowned where the angele are to-night.

MEN

To Take Advantage ot Special 08er
Made by O. A. Pare her.

chargee paid.

garments
up
Let down the curtains and close the door,
She will need the garish light no more;
For the task assigned her under the sun
Is finished now. and the kingdom won.
Tenderly kias her, put out the light,
And leave her alone-she will sleep to-night.

Weep for the days that will

Maohin^ri

VIOTOR and EDI80N Talking

I

mous

In that election you and
every other voter will have the opportunity to register your individual choioe for
You can vote
a candidate for all offices.

^

JUn>rrti*mtmt

pTanos

gifted

June 1? next.

last

is unusual.

Augusta, Me., May 27,1912.
To the Editor of The American:

S&bntiKmmts

COUNTY OOSSII*.

JnS.
adrift.

BOAT—Fonnd
by paying
Horrent©, Me.

Owner can have
E. L. Jami-

charge*.

same

son.

Special KottctSt
NOTICE.
my wife, Della A. Young, has
left my bed and board without just
ff
revocation, forbid all persons harboring or
mating her on my aceonnt, for i shall pay no
bills of her contracting aftsr this date.
H. D. Yocso.
North Brooksville. May 1ft, 1911.

\IT'HE REAS

I

NOTICEWIFE, Ivadel U. having left my bed
and board without lust cause, this is to
warn all persons against harboring or trusting her on my account. HamsaaT L. Hctcminsox, South Brooksville. Maine.

MY

LOT8~Thoe#

CBMBTBBY

cemetery lots
should notify C. O.
Psacnaa, Ellsworth.

wishing thaij
Woodbine cared for,
H can ill or Oaoaoa A

at

H-O-Btearne Cooked Chick Feed.
H-O-Special Scratch Feed.
H-O-Dry Mash Peed.
H-O-Milk Feed.
Beef Scrape.
Bone Meal.
Cracked Bone.
Mica Crystal Grit.
Chick Grit.

Oyster

Shell*.

Charcoal.
Alfalfa Maal.
Dr. Heaa' Pooilry and Stock Remedies.
Dr. Heaa’ Instant Louse Kilter.
Kow Kura. Garget Remedy

AUSTINH. JOY,

THE—

CLARION.

ltg.it Xotict*.

Whether it’e

a

nace—if It ia

a

sure

subscriber

hereby gives notice that
she has been duty appointed ad mist
THE
trii with the will anneied of
ra-

HENRI MARIE CHARLBM COMTE OE
LAUGIER-VILLAR8, late of the REPUBLIC OP PRANCE,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against tne estate of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for settlement and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imThe
subscriber, not being a resimediately.
dent of the Elate of Maine, has appointed
Lucre B. Deaaj. of Eden. Hancock eounty,
Maine, whose postoffice address is Bar Harbor, Maine, her agent and attorney for the
specified In the revised statute* of
laine, chapter 66. section 43, and hereby gives
notice of snch appointment as required by
law.
Camola Livingston Comtiums
*>» La ugi aa-Vi llama.
May 7,1911.

Surpoaes

_

2U>UrrUanumtft

range or a furh

“Clarion", it

to meet every

requirement

Made by tbe Wood Bishop CO,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P. ELDRIPGE,
Ellsworth^

Main Street,

THE STALLION

CARBONILE
a
in which I have
half interest, wilt stand for
service at my stable on Maiu
street, where be may be infine
spected. Carbonile is »write
coach horse. Ask or

purchased

bay

for terms.

Wm. O. EMERY

j

TITLES
ELLSWORTH,

MAIMS

Search,, mad, and abstract,
and copies barnlabed cn abort
notice, and at MIMAWI Wa
OFFICE,

MORRISON, JOY 4 CO. BLOCK,
STATE

TabfHaA IS*

F. H. OSGOOD,

M-UKE.

ELLSWORTH,

STREET.
P. E

fta. 7H

beautiful
Send

a

Hair Switches 1

Lock of Your Hair with

$••95

,

and we will mail you a 20 ‘“fR
with 3 short .tern., straight or
llc.
pUin shades, value I3JS0. If notwu*
,
lory, return at once and money
funded. This bargain to continue too
short time only. KRUCK’S, 537
gress »t.f Portland, Me,
—

Tho more mi an esdeortieemont catches
IA« more dollars it is worth.

—HUB RUBBERS

"«“»

————J———^^

COUNTY INEWS.

|.()H it.amj visitors.

who have boon teaching at Frankfort,
home.

Make

ot Trade Kxcuralonlsta
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
short Stop at Kllaworth.
The grammar, intermediate and primary
a abort visit from the
Ellsworth enjoyed
excursionists last school# close Friday.
nd board of trade
The party consisted of
The yacht Hesper sailed for Boston toPndsv morning.
of the leading business and day.
* hoot eighty
Mis# Emily Whitmore has returned
(,«»ional men of Portland.
train arrived in Ellsworth from
The special
Bangor.
breakfast
on
After
a. m.
.hortlv after 8
M. T. Ober returned from Boston Saturthe train waa
train, at 8.30 o’clock
day.
into the station, where the viaithrought
"
J. E. Mullens, upholsterer, has returned
comvtlK met by the joint reception
the Ellsworth bosrd for the season.
by
apiwinted
mittee
Merchants' association,
John Bohanan
is employed at E. H. !
(trade and the
o( Mayor J. A. Cunningham, C. Kimball's for the season.
C. C. Burrill, Roy C. Haines,
Mrs. Hannah Bain has returned from
II
A. Peters, C. L.
H Cushman, John
I Florida, where she spent the winter.
O. W. Taptey.
jlortng and
Philip Bunker has returned to his home
were provided to
at Sutton, ou account of illness.
Eighteen automobiles
visitors about the city to points
the
cry
Charles N. Small is in Boston this week.
desired to visit. Ths first
Ol interest they
He made the
trip on the Hesper.
was the dam of the Bar Harvisited
plsre
Charles Allen, of Bar Harbor, was in
Power Co., which waa
River
Cnion
A
bor

The Brooksville Granite Co. is
loading
schooner Evin C. Hall for New York.

B°

!he

Imposed
[eland,

town Monday.
thoroughly inspected.
Mrs. William Holmes is working at
Following this the visitors were shown
of the Ellsworth Hard- Small’s drug-store
ever the plant!
during Mr. Small’s abMills and sence.
wood Co., the Blood Knitting
<* Machine Works,
Rev. J. M. Walker, of
the Ellsworth Foundry
Somesville, exwaa given to a general
and a short time
changed pulpits with Rev. N. B. Rogers
the
ol
city.
view
| Sunday.
Shortly after 10 o’clock the party *a- ! ***• Rev. Robert
Oodman, bishop of
hall for an informal
Hancock
at
bled
k in
Maine, made bis official visit to St.C. Haines, secretary of
Roy
reception.
voiced j Mary's-by-the-Sea Sunday evening.
the Merchants' association, briefly
The dancing class was held Saturday
the city to the visitors,
of
welcome
the
It will meet again next Thursfor
the i evening.
Eastman
E.
reeponded
Fred
and
j day evening.
Portland board of trade.
Friends of Harold Reed are glad to
At 10.48 o'clock the special train left for
and j know that he is recovering from his illness
ita run through Waahington county
where the excursion- j at Houlton. He is expected home the last
tost. John, N. B.,
of the week.
ijts spent Saturday, making a night run
arrived Sunday
Miss Evelyn Manchester will be emto Portland, w here they
morning.
ployed by E. W. Ober at the postofflce
during the summer.
BIRTHDAY SIRI'RISK.

The Seal Harbor dramatic club vgili
present “A Daughter of the Desert” at the
Capt- John A. Lord the Victim on
Neighborhood
bouse
j
Friday evening.
Seventy-Sixth Birthday.
This club has successfully presented the
The store of Capt. John A. Lord was the
i
in
other
evencelebration
play
and
should make a
Monday
places,
moe of « quiet
It happened to be the captain’s j hit here.
Joy's orchesta will furnish
ing.
music
for
!
the
dance.
birthday, be being Just seventy-six years
May 27.
-y.
young, and bia wile planned a little party |
Just as a surprise to him.
WINTER
HARBOR.
have
it at
The original intention was to
A. L, Mtrout and wife spent several
the house, but circumstances hindered.
The captain made bia usual trip to La- days last week in Prospect Harbor.
District Superintendent A. H: Gordon
moine Point that day, and returned withwas in town Thursday in the interest of
out any suspicion of the preparat ions beShortly after the schools.
ing made in hia honor.
he came from supper, many of bia old
The Seal Harbor dramatic company prefriends and neighbors dropped in to wish sented “A Daughter of the Desert” here
him maDy happy returns.
Friday evening, to o well-tilled house.
Delicious refreshments added their part
The summer mail schedule goes into efto the pleasure of the occasion, Mrs. Lord
fect Junel, when the steamer Schoodic
serving, insisted by Mrs. Walter R. Parker
Others kept will make three trips to Bar Harbor daily
and Miss Nellie Sinclair.
Mrs. Drew, who has spent
several
coming until tbe circle grew so large that
the captain realised that somebody had months here with her son, Rev. E. 8.
schemed, but he thoroughly enjoyed the Drew, left last week for Bangor to spend
some time with her daughter.
[arty, as did those who were present.
On account of the fact that he had had
Miss Alice Roberts, who serves as clerk
no time to prepare it, tbe captain was not
at the postoffice, has been visiting relacalled on for a speech, but the company tives in Rockland the
pabt week. Miss
enjoyed a social hoar and departed with I Ruth Gerrish has been in the postoffice as
many words of appreciation to the boeteaa substitute.
for her part ot the occasion and hearty
Mr. Childs and wife left Friday for Ironwords ot good will to tbe man of the hour.
bound island, where they will spend the
During the day cards came from relatives summer. Mr. Childs will be
employed as
bearing suitable greetings.
engineer on the steam yacht Norma, owned
Capt. Lord ia wonderfully active for bia by Dwight Blaney, who has a summer
years. For forty-seven years he followed residence on Ironbound.
the sea, and then took up shore life as a
Green Mountain Pomona grange, which
merchant, for the last eighteen years be; was to have met here Thursday last, was
ing a retail dealer in confectionery. Thoee
postponed, owing to the illness of
who know him feel that be baa made a
many members and inclement weather,
fine start on the last quarter-century.
The local grange enjoyed a pleasant day
WEST

meeting and
the evening.

KLIsSWURTH.

Robert Carlisle baa purchased a span of
horses (rom Irvin Carter, of Bluehill.
is

improving.

Mrs. Clarington Carter waa tbe weekend guest ot relatives at Ellsworth Falls.
C. J. Carter went to Hancock Point today to visit hia brother, A. M. Carter.
Mrs. Henry Higgins has returned from
Bar Harbor, after a week-end visit to her
sister, Miss Lena Higgins.

interesting program

for

The U. 8. local inspectors, Cousins and
Blaisdell, of Bangor, were in town Saturday to inspect the yacht Cherokee, which
has recently been put in commission for
tbe season. The Cherokee is owned by

William M. Higgins, who has been qnite

ill,

an

Kennedy,

Mr«. J. 8.

who has

a

summer

Harbor, and is commanded
by Capt. Charles Davis. Their first trip of
the season was to Portland this week to
meet Mrs. Kennedy, who came to her Bar
Harbor cottage for the summer.
8.
May 27.
home at Bar

|
j

|
been

_

Belmont Q. Treworthy, who has
in Sullivan, in home for a few

NORTH SEDGWICK.

working
days.

Mrs.

Angie Carter ia at work lor Eugene

Clapp.
How’s This?
We otter One Hundred Dollars Reward for
»ny case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO.. Toledo. O.
we. the undersigned, have
known P. J.
i-heney for the last 16 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transasu,°“
financially able to carry out any
obligations made by his Arm.
Waloino, Kinnan A Marvin.

short vacation.
The Penobscot Bay yacht club will build
a large clubhouse
near the
steamboat
wharf at Buck’s Harbor.
a

Lightning struck

Hazlewood, ol New York, spent
lew days here laat week.
S. M.

John Thurston purchased

a

line colt

a

one

day last seek in brooks.
Evelyn Hutchins returned to Wilmington, Mass., with Mrs. Robinson, who has
visiting here.

Invitations are out tor the wedding ol
Earle Hanacom and Miss Abbott, ol LivMr.
ermore Falls, to take place June 8.
Hanscom lett this morning lor Livermore
Falls.
A.
May 28.
_

SOUTH BROOKSVTLLE.
Mrs. Eveline Cass and son, ol MedUeld,
Mass., are visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Allred A. Condon, who has been
visiting in MedUeld, Mass., is home.
Misses Madaleine and Marjory Harvey,.

fct3trtt»emrntiL^^^^_^_

Your Friends May Not
Know You
If you take Hood’s Sarsaparilla and receive as much
benefit from it as did Mr. Benjamin C. Rose of Saun“My sickness and bad feelR. L He
says,
derstown,
ings from dyspepsia and

prostration
Physicians, medicines

nervous

ex-

tended over seven years.
and treatments gave practically the same result,
work for
no help, but Hood’s Sarsaparilla did the
seem to
not
me and did it well.
Friends said 1 did
is
a great
be the same man. Hood’s Sarsaparilla
tonic.
nerve
spring medicine, a fine stomach and

the house owned and

8UN8ET.
P. W. Knowlton and wife have gone to
Boston.
Arthur Powers has left for

a

season’s

yachting.
Willis A. Ricker, of Castine, was in
town a few days this w*eek.
Ed. Colby and wife and Miller Colby and
wife have moved into their cottages.
Mrs. Charles Webb is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. J. R. Johnson.

j

j

r4bbertt«nnntt».

FALLS.

Nathan C. Ayer, of Lincoln, was here
Sunday, the guest of W. R. Brown
ar.d wife.
over

Robert Finn, of Bangor, was here over
Sunday with his grandparents, John Cook
and

We

wife.

George Doyle, of Orono, was here Monday to meet his brother, Alfred P. Doyle,
of Bar Harbor.

Percy S. Moore will leave to-day for
occupied by Clarence Austin Friday
Quebec, where he has employment for the
night, doing about |76 damage.
summer months.
Miss Doris Condon, accompanied by
The ladies’ aid society is conducting its
two friends from the normal school at
annual plant sale each day this week, at
was
at home Saturday and SunCastine,
the home of Mrs. A. W. Ellis.
day.
Henry Hatch and wife have moved to
28.
C.
May
Bar Harbor, where Mr. Hatch has work

Willard Mathews, wife and two
Island for the

have gone to Swan’s

sons
sum-

mer.

Miss Jennie Eaton and Humphrey T.
Brackett, of Brighton, Mass., were married
May 16.
The Stonington boys played base bail
against the Sunset boys Saturday. Score,
Stonington, 27; Sunset, 17.
Sadie.
May 27.

for the summer

In

giving all we can for the money instead of
getting all we can for our merchandise—in
giving new goods or the money back in case

with his horses.

Whitcomb, Haynes
the

Believe

Co. are putting in
foundation for a set of hay scales on
side of their store building.
&

the east

Bartlett L. Smith, wife and daughter, of
were here Sunday on their way
home from
Bangor, making the trip in

Smithville,

of dissatisfaction—whether real

their

rather than to have any

new

automobile.

than he

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
Mrs. Henry Frazier, of Winter Harbor,
is visiting her parents, Capt. Chaney Sad-

Mrs. Prince, of

son, Fred

May

lutely
In

SStfocrtiacnimta

Ellsworth

BORN.
BARTLETT—At Stontngton. May 19* to
and Mrs Augustus T Bartlett, a sob.
BRIDGES—At Brooklin, May 13, to Mr
Mrs Elmer Bridges, a son.
CLO88ON—At Sedgwick, May 6* to Mr
Mrs Ernest Closson, a son.
DUNHAM-At Brooklin, May 18* to Mr
Mrs Arthur Dunham, a son.
JOYCE—At Oceanvile. May 22. to Mr and
E B Joyce, a son. I Alfred Gross.]
SMALL—At Deer Isle* May 20, to Mr and
Adel bert M Small, a son.
STANLEY-At Deer, May 28, to Mr and
Stephen E Stanley, a daughter.

THE AMERICAN
,

save

Mrs
Mrs
Mrs

and

mtemporaries.

Smith &
H Q 0*0|-f|ly
M 1W

VI I'll Y

^

MAINE.
i

eighteen years’ experience in eyesight testing and the fitting of correct glasses, we are in a position to
our

as to the very best course to
take. You can consult us with confidence. We absolutely refuse to
supply glasses in any case that does

advise

not need them.

Optical Co.,

A. Allen
28 Main

Street, Bangor,

At this

Shabby-shoes and Spring, don't fadge, somehow.

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

6215
Fmtomt Colt

Me.

Telephone 200i

a* beau t iful
j£ii ^
beautifuls foot,/gives ^delight

Hereiisaa

hsn

shoe—a La France Shoe—on a
and satisfaction to the wearer.
model.thal.is proper for any fashionable occasion.

ever, j

season,

C. L.

Morang, Ellsworth,

P. 0 Box 7.

ngj

Dr.H.W.OSGOOD
New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day; FRIDAY
Bangor Office : 12 Qrave St.

$rofr»eional Carta.

SCOTT

H.

ALICE

vital stadeaths—

WALL PAPER
New

Spring

Stock Now in.

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., ol Portland. (or furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds

Agent Oliver Typewriter? typewriter supplies
Cor. Mam and Water Sts. (over Moore's Drug
Store), Ellsworth. Me.

MRS.

Robert Graves Co.’s exclusive designs and
colorings. Many cut-out floral borders
now so

much used.

Paper

from

10c DOUBLE ROLL UP.

JULIA A CIIATTO

EAST SURRY. MAINE.

PREVENTION OF

CRUELTY TO

J. A. THOMPSON,

Main St.

CHILDREN.

Commission fBrrcijants.

PLUMBING,

The advertisements below represent some ol
the leading houses of New England. Oui
readers will doubtless find them of value.

Hot Water Heating, Furnace

Hay Wanted QUICK!
Write or Wire

_

all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
prints from one to two weeks ahead of il«
than

WEARS.

and

AMES—At Deer Isle, May 20, Mrs Sophronia
W Ames, aged 78 years, 11 mouths, 3 days.
AREY—At Bucksport Center, May 24, Samuel
Arey, aged 83 years.
BUTLER-At Eastbrook. May 23. Mrs Julia P
Butler, aged 76 years, 10 months, 19 days.
FREEMAN—At Southwest Harbor, May 22,
Mrs Ada J Freeman, aged 75 years, 2
months, 22 days.
HEATH—At Seal Cove, May 18, William W A
Heath, aged 77 years.
TOLMAN-At Washington. D C, May 18* Mrs
Caroline Augusta'(Ilsley) Tolman, a native
of Ellsworth, aged 78 years. 11 months, 7

tistics—births, marriages

really

your eyes and prevent
a bad
bargain. From

AGENT FOR

prints

sock that

»

IHKD.

more

customers

our

It is wisdom to consult an optometrist of experience and standing.

CorrtspoMtaico Solicit*.

George Bnzzell, both of Otter Creek.
ELDR1DGE—MOORE—At Bucksport, May 26,
by Rev Thomas Whiteside, Misa Irene Eldridge, of Bucksport, to Ralph Moore, of
Brewer.
FROST-FOSTER-At Marlavilte. May 25. by
Charles R Goodwin, esq. Miss Mattie L
Frost, of Mariaville, to Ralph M Foster, of
Amherat.
HALL —REYNOLD8 —At Westville, Conn,
May 26, by Rev J Frederick Sexton, Miss
Florence Banks Hall,of Waterbury, Conn, to
Dr Charles Lewis Reynolds, of Hartford,
Conn.
SHOPPE—GRAY—At Dedham, May 22, by
Hadley PBurrill, esq, Miss Eva M Shoppe to
Harvey P Gray, both of Dedham.

The American

insure satis-

k.

and

DAVIS—BUZZELL—At Otter Creek, May 2ft,
by Rev A M MacDonald, Miss Clara Davis to

days.

not abso-

purpose of this store.

ELLSWORTH,

Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.

MARRIED.

(

Voting Contest.

ON YOUR

Mr

and

only light-weight

cowupo'n8

It will

Sid May 23, «ch* Lnlu W Eppes. Boston,
lumber, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co; Ann C
Stuart. Bluehill
Sid May 25, ach Julia Frances, Newark,
staves, C J Treworgy
Ar May 26, acbs Melissa Trask, Augusta;
Storm Petrel, Boston
Ar May 28, Annie Kimball,Northeast Harbor
Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Bid May 28, sch Franconia,
Boston
stone.
Kr May 24, schs Charlie and Willie: Mary B
Wellington, New York
Franklin—Sid May 23, sch Li*zie Lee, stone,
Boston
Ar May 26, sch Annie R Lewis
Southwest Harbo-r—Ar May 18, sch Laura M
Lunt
Ar May 22, ga sCopia, sch Manie Saunders,
ga s Hilda Emma
Ar Mav 15, sch Effie M Morrissey
Sid May 22, sch Lisaie M Stanley
Hid May 26, scha Manie Saunders for Providence. R I; Laura M Lunt for Sidney,C B;
Effie M Morrisaey
Sid May 28, ga ss Copia for Nova Scotia;
Hilda Emma for Nova Scotia

i

cus-

INTERWOVEN HOSE.
The

your making

Port.

“Satis-

asking our

we are

with

mer-

Clothing.

blundering ignoramus.

a

otir

less

got

Leopold Horse Co.’s

_

as

of

doubt,

profits

sworn

say he

Hart, Schaffner & Marks and

York,

MARINE LIST.

C

to eliminate

—that’s the

Origin of tho "Throo R’o."
The famous toast to "the three rereading, 'tiling and ’rithmetlc"—w«»
made by Sir WlllftwvvStor*,. tort may.
or of London, lu the year 1795 and for
many years one of the wardens of the
tower. What made It more ludicrous
was that he proposed It at a dinner
given by the London board of education. It was received with great applause and drunk amid much merriment. At the time It was recognized
as a Jest, but was afterward taken up
In earnest by the mayor's detractors,
who have handed his name down to
posterity

short,

faction and share

from

A writer has now come to hla defense
and says that when be was a boy an
aged member of the board of education
assured him that Sir William knew
better and that he really used his faTo many
mous alliteration as a Jest.
people, however, the story will always
sound better when It Is based upon the
belief that Sir William was really serious.

anything

of ourselves.

fancied—

or

carrying only

worthy

sure

M.

28.

know is

tomers to believe

week.

Alvra Gray is home from New
where he has been the past year.

we

Mrs. Mary Betts, who spent the winter
in Boston with her daughter, is home to
care for her mother, who is in
poor hfealth.

Portland, visited her

Cousins, last

for here—in

of Ellsworth, are sorry to
hear of her serious illness of measles.

Mrs. Violet Urindle is visiting in Bangor and Winterport.
Mrs. E. C. Long went to Portland today to visit her son A. I. Long.
home

man

faction Guarantee” instead of

Friends of Mrs. Frank Meader, of Skow-

hegan, formerly

Mrs. A. J. Urindle is home from Bluehill.

Mrs. Nora Wight came
Waltham. Mass., Saturday.

paid

chandise

ler and wife.

EAST BLUEHILL.

Alton Closson has returned to his posiRockland, Maas.

Infant* and

Tin Kind You Hava Always Bought

Howard Hates, who has been working in
Salem, Mass., the past winter, is at home

tion in

been

IA
CASTOR
for
Children.

the

for

KLLSWORTII

are

W.

J.

PHELPS,

Chamber of Commerce, Boston.
Reference Beacon Trust Co.

—Tub rubbers

winter

Work and

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all de*
s.
Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant

St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 6— 5.

ELL8WOKTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
'NO PAT, MO WA8HII."
▲11 kinds of laundry work done at short notice*
Goods called tor and delivered.

M. B. ESTEY Sl CO.
Ellsworth, Me
Estey Building. State St..

ELECTRICAL
Ful

WIRING.

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.

Wlriaf and Sallies Cheerfully dives.
ANDREW Nl. MOOR.
Ellswor th
Estey Building. State St..

Estimates

on

veil,

The bride and groom are popular
people and have the best withes of

BLUEH1LL.

young

of friends.

May

Norman P. Merrill is visiting his parents, F. P. Merrill and wife.
Mrs. Edward Weston and family, of
Dayton, O., have arrived for the season.

reception will

A

27.__Anon.
FRANKLIN.

and wife, of Baltiat “Seven Acres” for the sum-

aid society will serve supper
at the Methodist vestry Thursday and
conduct an ice-cream sale.

Barrel and Whittlesey, of New
York, have opened “Innwood” for the

Mrs. Hannah Doyle returned Saturday
from an extended visit with her son Henry
in Milford, Mass., and with Ellery, a
younger son, in Lewiston.

are

more,

Cochran

Misses

summer.

David Owen, of Philadelphia,
rived for the

by

the Misses

W.

Owen

Osgood,

H.

will

measures,

Sunday

of

weights and

shop

at the

of Charles

C. Wescott June JO, to test and seal all
weights and measures in town, free of
charge. At any other time, a fee will be

charged.
the commencement
week of the academy are as follows: Baccalaureate sermon Sunday, June 9; junior
and sophomore reception to seniors, faculty, trustees and alumni, Monday; senior
play, “What Happened to Jones?” WedThe

for

exercises

nesday and Thursday; graduation
cises

Friday afternoon;

alumni

William G. Greene and wife, celebrated

had met and
short

read

a

a

few

verses

enjoyed

scripture

20.

presentation
cutters

in

union

behalf

and

the

of

the

Baptist

stonechurch.

The choir of the Baptist church sang a few
selections, after which ioe-creara, cake
and coffee w ere served. Mrs. Greene w as
assisted in serving by Misses Elizabeth
Grindle, Florence Morse. Lena Hinckley,
Blanche Osgood, Beulah Grindle and Mrs.
Charles Greene.
A poem written for the occasion by Mrs.
E. W. Mayo was read by Rev. Charles
Hargrove. All too soon the time for departure came, all joining in wishing the

happy couple

more

many

happy

years of

married life.

May 27.

H.
STONINGTON.

Miss Sadie Crockett
land business

Rock-

home from

is

college.

The Rebekah assembly meets in Camdem the coming week.
Dick Haskell has gone to New York,
where he will be employed on a yacht.
Mis Myra Mills has gone to Brockton,
Mass., to visit her sister, Mrs. John Stan-

ley.
in

Fred E. Webb and Di J. Noyes have been
Portland to attend the grand lodge, K.

of P.

He has
at

a

small

Mog$g
The

was

m

Although

here he

will

be

are

employed

in the

Edward Lawrence and bride, of Lubec,
Mr. Lawrence is

Arm of Lawrence Bros.,
canning factory here.
the

one

owners

of

of the

The Latter Day Saints are holding a
here.
Among the preachers
present is Elder U. S. Greene, a former
now
of Brooklyn N. Y.
resident,
convention

Mrs. Mary Brimigion, Mrs. Ada Frink
and Mrs. Samuel Goss are in Portland attending the grand chapter, O. E. S. This
is the twentieth annual session.

Three stone barges are in the harbor to
load large blocks of granite that cannot be
carried by schooners. They go to Gloucester, Mass., and will be cut there for the
museum.

The high school graduation of the class
of 1912 will take place June 14.
Miss
Edith Silver has the valedictory; Miss
Christina Webb, salutatory; Miss Mabel
Smith, prophecy; Miss Rosa Steele, his-

tory.
May 27.

Nihil.

_

_

Miss Pauline
a

week in

A

pleasant

and

helpful session,

entertainment.

Fay Devereux

stoocrlifinnnm..

Woman’s Best Help
the good health which comes
from regular action of the organs
of digestion and elimination—to
freedom from pain and suffering—
to physical gTace and beauty—
to

is the harmless,

vegetable remedy

BEECHAMS
PILLS
S«U everywhere

la Sun 10c., 2Sc«

when

un-

talk wllb ber friends, while her
husband spared no expense to make ber
declining day* a pathway of peace and
cornion.

Freeman

Mrs.

woman,

a

was

an

ardent

temper-

white-ribboner and

a

help-

Capt. Deasy’a.

Mr#. Feroline Main, of Jackson, Mich.,
has arrived for the

is

summer.

returned

on

account

Mrs. Alfred Hamilton has gone to East
to visit Mrs. F. C. Bick-

Rochester, N. H.,

graduated
Armand Joy will be
month from Higgins classical institute,
and Ruth Allen irom Farmington State
normal school.

la cordially Invited.

May

tbe

Mrs. M. A. Bunker and daughter, Mrs.
Edith Mysom, visited in Bangor Saturday
and Sunday.

Wyer Grant

ia

Mrs. Atwood Bunker, who recently sufa shock, remains about the same.

fered

Ethel Bunker left Wednesday to
cousin, Hollis l'ettengill and
wife, at Yana!haven.
The many friends of Mrs. John Springer
Miss

visit

her

regret to learn that she is in poor health,
and hope for a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Madison Gordon and her sister,
Mrs. Luther Pinkbam, cf Sorrento, have
returned from a visit to their brother,
Uervey Bennett, in Boston.
M.
May 26.
FRANKLIN ROAD.
Mrs. F. S. Graves is visiting in

week,

Robert Gray has commenced hit
son’s work

is

sea-

employed

crew

_

son was

bom to

Mra. Alice Young entertained
friends Saturday evening.
Rev. W. H. Rice is holding

Small. May 20.
Ed. A. Ricbardaon and Min Mattie,
ho have spent tbe winter In Boaton, arc
Mrs.

w

j
I

every other
house.

home.

George Saunders, of Whit* Plains, Fla.,
j is spending * few day. at Capt. George

{

Haskell's.

I

Tbe baccalaureate address will be deltvered by Hupt. W. H. Patten at tbe Con- ]
gregational church next Sunday after- I

|

noon.

School* closed Friday, after successful
Tbe high school continues two
more.
The grammar school held
graduation exercises st tbe church Friday evening. Tbe church was beautifully
decorated in crimson and while, the class
Bertha
colors.
Mis*
Saunders, the
teacher, deserve* much credit for the fin*
class.
of
her
The program:
training
Music: prayer; salutatory, lens Mae
Ethel
ilutchinHaskell; music; history,
; son; music; prophecy, Franklin Ames;
I valedictory, Pauline J. Johnson; confer- j
i ring diplomas, Supt. William H. Patten, j
Rex.
May 27.
a

year.
weeks

Irvin Springer has bought the Martin

orator at Franklin.

getting some big timber from the G. S. Hardison lot.
is

Abbott has been do-

Friday night

the

in

wheel-

j

SALISBURY COVE.
Mrs.

Caroline

Bowden

from the Bar Harbor

proved

bu

im-

in health.

Mis* Miry Bates, English
B«r Harbor high school, was
guest

mom*

hospital greatly

tetcher it
a

week-rod

of friends here.

Raymond Emery and family
Into

the

John

hare rooted

Peter*

A.

formerly the Ooodridge
May 20.

farm

boost,

estate.

R.

THE MONT.
Mr*.

Addle

tea*

son.

visiting.
May 30.

boat.
t

for Allen A Sons.

ily

Duffee hat engaged
for the season.

Eugene Otndage

and

ton

with

Leslie

are

Mr.

mUSSFOKD.
Walter Hadlock ia having a walk hoi#
on the weatern aide of the coal * harl Ire®

fin-

Work
ishing off Airly Beacon cottage.
the lMvidson cottage has been susa
in
to
change
plans.
pended owing

ia going to have
bridge that will be a groat
lion.

which be

on

May

27.

Crumbs,

the Pond road.

KlX.
_

Levi Gray has moved his family toGott*
Island, where be has employment.
( apt. Lewis Holme* ha* sold bi* mwl
the John B. Norris, to Providcn*
part®.
X. Y. L
May 30.

Mr. Snow, of North Bluehill, it working for Kufut Chatto.

Horace

May

CAPE BUSIER,

a

lloat aoi

v

o-mnoda*•

30.__

Ch’b’eh.
May 27.
OCEANVILLE.
Relatives of Mrs. Mary Jane Barrie, of
Percy Perkins It working for William
8. C., a former summer resiMT. DESERT FERRY.
C'apt. Frank Groaa ia getting the yacht
] Veague.
»
last week.
?k.
j dent here for many years, have heard of
Hugh Manson has employment at Dark Cacheiot ready for the aeaaon'a
Harry Johnston and wife made a short
Clarence Wheeler and wife arrived Sat- her death at her borne in the South,
Mra. Etta Stanley, of Swan l.!and, and
Harbor for the summer.
visit m Bangor last week.
..are viaurday. Mrs. Wheeler will remain for the j The McKinley school league gave an inOliver Gray has bought a new naphtha Mr*. Prancea Mean., of Sedge
Clarenden Carter, of West Ellsworth, resummer.
t ere sting program Friday, consisting of
Mra. Mary Green!**.
visited his brother, Augustus I. boat of Hiram Blake, haring sold his old iting their mother,
cently
AMrs. F. E. Lewis and daughter Gertrude readings, with instrumental and vocal Carter.
May IT._
one to Ralph Condon.
music, follow’ed by a practice meeting for
returned home Saturday, after several
horses
and
a driver have
Four
been
are
and
of
James
Frazier
wife,
Chicago,
the entertainment planned for the last
weeks in Portland.
aWwrUsctitrhtft,
visiting Mrs. Frazier’s parents, I. L. Crab- | hired from Old Town to haul the road-maI week of school.
Mrs. Joseph Morey, W. M. of 8. K.
chine. w hich will begin work this week.
tree and wife.
the
of
James
GilThrough
I
courtesy
O.
Whiting chapter, O. E. 8., is attending the
May 30.
C.
May 27.
j landers, manager for E. T. Russell & Co.,
grand chapter in Portland this week.
WEST
BROOKUN.
a party of about twenty enjoyed a sail to
MARLBORO.
There was a ball game at Fort George on
where a picnic lunch
Moulton Cooper end wife were in EllaHorace Salisbury, of Brewer, and W. K.
Saturday between Bucksport and Castine |t Jonesport recently,
was served.
L. B. Deaay and wife, of Bar
worth recently.
high schools. Score, 5-1, in favor of the
Salisbury, of Lamoine, called on friends j
Mr.
aiid
FindlaLer, contractor,
Harbor,
Mr*. Maria Carter haa gone to Booth
home team.
here last Wednesday.
Mr. Davis and wife, of Mansfield, Mass.,
to spend the aummer with her eon
G.
May 27.
Curtis Hodgkins came Tuesday to at- Surry
Miss Gusbec, of Appleton, and Miss Allen,
Roy.
tend the funeral of bis father, Hansom j
of
were
out-of-town
EDEN.
Sedgwick,
people
Mr*. Mabel Bridge*, Mr*. Nellie Hpear
Hodgkins. He returned to his home in
who were in the party.
and Mr*. Carrie Closson have moved to
Harry Alien has employment with T. S.
We have had sevens ’<irs
Attleboro, Mass., Wednesday.
Mrs. John W. Stinson opened her house
Brooklin, where they will be employed in
Liscomb for the summer.
| the
27.
Are.
May
with
sardine
of
factory.
Mrs. Thomas Emery, an aged and re- Saturday evening to a party for her daughi
1 h,s
B.
May 27.
Miss Ida, who leaves to-day for Portter,
DEER
ISLE.
SOUTH
spected lady, died suddenly May 20.
land to enter the Maine general hospital
confiSchool closed May 24, for the summer.
WEST BROOKUN.
makes us have
Miss Wilda Jordan, of Waltham, is with
The rooms were
as a probation nurse.
col®,
her aunt, Mrs. A. B. Grant.
A son waa born to Mr. and Mr*. Elmer
Quy Cleveland, who is employed at
dence in it for

Thompson,

I

I

.....I...-1

_

yo Years
with Coughs

Ayers
experience
Cherry Pectoral.
greet
coughs
bronchitis, weak throats,and
weak lungs. We want you

---

Mrs. Ada Mitchell and daughter Doris
Northeast Harbor for the

have gone to

Edward Cousins entertained

the

E. L. C. Friday evening. A pleasant evening was enjoyed.
Dainty refreshments
were

served.

May

COREA.
The Baptists gave a supper Friday evening. Proceeds, |7.
Mrs. Marietta Tracy has gone to Milbridge, where she is employed.

Hittie Burke, with three children,
of Milbridge, is visiting her parents, Ezra
Mrs.

Tracy

filled with young people, who made merry
with music, games and other entertain-

table started the
fun. All guests took part in the test of
memory, and Lawrence Pike won the
An observation

ment.

prize

box of

and wife.

Latter Day Saints have built a tent
out of boat sails, where they w;ll hold
meetings and have their sociables. They
The

plan to build a church later.
May 25.__8.
NORTH HANCOCK.

candy

number

greatest
“Jenkins

V.

20.

Up”

for

remembering the
displayed-

of articles

created

end

no

of

fun

among the young people. Ice-cream and
fancy cakes were served. Mrs. Stinson, as

entertainer, is unequaled, and together
with her musical family, has the means
of making time pass quickly.
C.
May 27.

an

SULUVAN HARBOR.
Mrs.

Helen

Dyer,

of

California,

ia

Sunday
Morning

sermon

Sunday

mail service takes
mail out

afternoou.

effect June 2.

and evening mail in

June 1.
The sociable at the hall Thursday evening, given by the aophomore class of the
high school, w as a pleasant affair.

home.

May

I Bridges May 13.

employed at Vinala few days.

who is

haven, is at home for
26.

H.

WALTHAM.
Ethel Haslem, who has been workin Brewer, is home.

Miss

ing

Aflira Bridge*, who ia employed on the
steamer Bootbbay, ia at home for a few

day*.

Mr*. Mary A. Cassom ha* gone to Augusta to viait her ton Brook*.
B.
May 20.

telephone company.
Rev. Milton Beckwith, of Ellsworth,
preached a memorial sermon at the church
Sunday.
May 27._H.

to work for the

j

BUCKS PORT CENTER.

Walton Colby has gone to Bar Harbor

A

telephone

has

been

Friday morning, at
eighty-three years, after a few

One of Ayer’s Pills at bedtime
j
•n increased flow of bile and ■ y-;;'
?
*1
the
day
•entle laxative effect
t )
Formula on each box. Show it
*
doctor. He will understand at f

BtttrtiKlhfOT.

Dose,

put in Mrs. A. B.

8.

been

visiting in

J. Johnson has rented the Cheater
four girls from New York.

27._E.

pill

jest

0!,c'

to*'1

YOD CANNOT STAND TO

Scott’s Emulsion

Ia
Its

highly

j

The Bernard Tannery,

concentrated antritive

qualities repair waste and create
physical resistance faster then
disease

can

Vest A Bownt

—

destroy.

All

car*

11-11

HUB RUBBERS

ma,---yea
fori
con

wintsr

wiitcflcld»J^

Pauper Notice.
contracted With
tor
worth to aupport and
HAVING
daring «•“

Dress**.

Hh-owfield N J

LOSE

You Will got highest cash
cow and beef hide*, calfskin#,
sheep pelts by selling direrf to the
and cutting oat dealers* profit*.
a
return all consignments free of
vkj
prices allowed are not entirely sat Ur*.

bor*£J‘rnaarf

part af the regular diet ia

house to

May

one
at bedtime,
br th« i. o. ax«* co

Attention! Butchers and farmed

Foes’ house.
Mrs. Arno Foss has
Sullivan the past week.

to have confidence in it. as
well. Ask your own
what experience he has hau
with it.
He knows. Keep
in close touch with him.

_

Samuel Arey died
the age of

HANCOCK 1*01 NT.

a

guest of Capt. 8. V. Bennis and wife.
Rev. E. F. Wood preached an interesting memorial

Millinocket, is
Ray Travers,

GOTTS ISLAND.
Qpogins and Chief Grey, of the
yacht Aria, Bangor, spent Sunday here.
The foundation for C. H. Harding’s new
Mrs. S. R. Downing will return to her
Curtis Hodgkins, of Attleboro, Mass., home at Sullivan Center this week.
She house is nearly completed.
and Mrs. Elgia Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor,
Rev. Frank B. Hewey came Friday, acwho were called home by the illneas and
“Our baby cries for Chamberlains companied by his wife and little son
death of their father. Ransom Hodgkins, Cough
writes
Mrs.
T.
B.
Remedy,”
Walter. He preached interesting sermons
were
“It is the best
guests of Fred Stratton and wife Kendrick, Kasaea. Ga.
while here.
cough remedy on the market for coughs, morning and evening.
colds and croup.” For sale by all dealers.
Chips.
Ajjon.
May 27.
May 27.
Charles

!

BASH HARBOR.

E. 8. Wilton it here loading

Schooner

little son, of
re*ide with ber

and

been

Friend it remodeling bis power

Wilbur

Norton

have arrived to

father. Nelson I. Dodge.
Henry Marks, wife sod little daagbur
are home from Bluehili, where they bat*

BLUEHILL FALLS.
Tb<? Cochran cottage is open for the

Fowler

Memorial day

j

meetinj,

Reuel Bartlett and family, of Ellseont,
•pent Saturday night and Sunday u
Henry Bartlett's.
May 27,
Hcbbcbd.

j Jonesport,

Capt. Siiupton will tail the Weston famthe coming season.

place.

in

,

1

surveying for

WEST FRANKLIN.

*

Miss Madge Moon epent the
week-eu
with Mist Alice Mlutou.

Mr. and Mrs. Adal-

bert

here last week.

on

cook for tbe

DEER ISLE.
A

Mrs. Stella Shaw, of Ellsworth, visited

Road Commissioner

as

_

F. 8. Graves.

27.__

Mrs. Edgerly end her sister
g„
Smith, end little daughters Margiret
ud
Dorothy, have gone to Old Town.
Foster
end
several of hi,
George
friends
from Bangor, accompanied
by Stun
Nickerson end F. O. Silaby, of
Amber*,
were st Partridge pond Sundav takin.
H'
due string of Osh.
27.
May
0-

by Elmer Cummings, on the ‘‘seventyPARTRIDGE COVE.
flve-acre lot", a short distance from here.
Mias Hattie Gray, of Sedgwick, i,
M.
E.
| May 27.
Jowph carter’s.

Ells-

Mrs. Etnogcne Peaalee was the weekend guest of her brother, Joseph Carter, at
Partridge Cove.
M.
May

1

|

1

Hagan, of Lamoine,

Philmore Willey end wife were
Is Bu
gor last week purchasing msteri.1 for
house they ere soon going to build.

term of

worth.
Ira

fine large pl-

a

throat.

J. H. Gordon is ill of sciatic rheu-

matism.

has added

Jennie Parker, who finished her
school and came home last
has been quite ill since of sore

Miss

spring

aeveral

NORTH SULLIVAN.

AMHERST.
Peter Giles has returned home
,e_
spending the winter In Newport.

ROAD.

Albert Parker, of Portsmouth, N. H., ia
vacation with his mother,
Mrs. F. D. Parker.

_

Mrs.

__'

spending bis

EAST BURRY.

aged men who will receive the dollar a
day pension, among
them Simon W. Flood, nearly ninety-three,
and
Moses
Moon, eighty-four. Surry
also haa several women nearing ninety,
Mrs. Eliza Lufkin, of West
or past that.
Burry, baa just completed? a quilt which
she will sell to help put a fence around
the Weat Burry cemetery. She ia eightythree yeara old, yet the work ia well done.
The people in that part of the town are
loyal to their dead, and show it by wellkept grounds. Thia cemetery baa been
used as a burying place for more than
eighty years, yet there are no unsightly
wild growths.
C.
May 27.

800?J

E. J. Byard is patting hardwood floors
in John W. Allen’s house.

visiting hia old
ot eight yeara at
Hia old friends extend the glad hand.
sea.
Diaioo.
May 27.
Surry has

Almond Snow, who
recently TOllr-,
Florida, end bis sister, Mr, «„ ,
of
Bar
Higgins,
Harbor, were
guests of their uncle, Upt. N. W H|» ?
***
27.
May
from

bouee.

ana to bte

14

w,»»

Mr*. Abbie Mayo, who bs,
put winter with her son, H,v q
y,
in Frenklin, is visiting
friend,
0
***’
tivee here.

summer.

REACH

absence

an

Ne»?tt

Mies Eleanor Klttredge
hs,
Salisbury Cove for * few day,’
*
Mias Mildred Emery.

_

Rev. Mr. Wood preached an excellent
memorial sermon at the Methodist church

home after

George W. Newman end wife
lake, were the guest, of Mrs.
eon, E. E. Sargent, recently.

Pound, from southern Ontario, a
returned mleeionary from Burma, spoke
in the church Friday evening. She was
accompanied by three of the Bute workers.
They were here under tbe auspice* of
the Ladies' foreign missionary society.
H.
May 27.

and wife.

Sunday evening.
Capt. U. D. Blake

il!

Mia*

Frank L. Trundy and wife, of Sorrento,
E. Pettingill
were week-end guests ot F.

,Dm
“"»■«

Mr.. Memie Reed, of
Msnuet i..
in* e few dey. with Mr,. Agnc,
M,
Mlee Mildred Meyo, who
bu
"
Shew', college the put
winter *
4o*»
for the summer.

E. C. Green and wife, ol So mere worth,
N. H-, are at their cottage lor the eeaaon.
Mra. C. H. Young and dangbter Jennie
have taken an apartment in Brooklin for

ness.

*»

Bueksp^

reaction.

Mr. Firth, of Boston, has moved his
family Into tbs old Osin house on the hill.

WEST SULLIVAN.
W. L. McKusick, who baa been employed at Stonington, has returned home.
Joseph Leopold, of New York, was here
last week looking over the paving busi-

North

WEST EDEN.

Sunday morning.
There will be a danoe at Riverside ball
Saturday evening, June 1.
Mra. L. W. Ouptill is going to Btuehill
this season as cook at J. M. Snow’*.

H.

27.__

of

School* clow thl. week
forth.

address

The children will meet Thursday morning at the church at ball past nine to
march to the cemetery, where appropriate
memorial exercises will be held.
Every

ing good work

ford.

SEDGWICK.

next

one

Mercy Lowell,

Mr. F. H. Smith is slatting her parent*
in Brooksvill*.
Mrs. A. G. Parker ie got Of to Southwest
Harbor for the summer.
Rev. E. Sanderson delivered a me mortal

ot hia

health.

8. 8. Scammon

recent

a

Brookton

in

8. 8. Scammon will be the

Ueorge W. Allen has
visit to Bangor.

Mrs.
from

spending

Gray’a.
teaching

Tracey and wife *» »t A. 8.
Mr. Tracy was obliged to give op

able to

visitors at

Edeo.

pretty wedding took place at the close

of the preaching service Sunday, when
George Buzzell and Miss Clara Davis were
married by the pastor, Rev. A. M. MacDonald. The bride was prettily gowned

even

ful

Mrs. Joseph Peterson and children visited Fred Connor and wife in Penobscot

Mrs.

a

a

Mrs. J. E. Parsons, of Lubec, is visiting
her son, Dr. G. E. Parsons.

Mrs. Lizzie Grover. Mrs. Maude Smith
and Mrs. Ruth Tracy attended the Congregational conference at Bluehill last week,

report

been

CA8T1NE.

summer.

and cordial

she

and beautiful.

OTTEK CREEK.

and

semi-invalid

quietly happy,

—

to

same

-be seemed

ance

Dr. E. E. Pbiibrook is in Massachusetts.
Reliance lodge

business.

ibis week.

had

Spurting.

of the helpless.
Naturally of a home-loving nature, devoted to her family, her
pets and her
flowers, it was a marvel to ber friends to
note with what patience and fortitude she
bore the disabilities of ber shut-in life,
only varied by the dally outings in the
wheelchair daring the summer. As the
mind weakenel with the body and tbe
loving ministry of ber daughter and
granddaughter left no wish ungratlfled,

member, when in health, of the Sunduring her entire residence of fourteen shine society; alio a charter member of
years in Westfield, she had many warm i Jephtbah chapter, O. E. 8.
She leave# a husband and two daughter#
friends, who will miss the pleasant smile
and warm welcome they were sure to re- —Mrs. May Brown, of Northeast Harbor,
ceive. Her New England characteristics who was with her mother tor a week of
were very marked.
A strict sense of duty, her dosing life, and Katherine, who
indomitable courage and a cheerfulness proved her loving devotion during the
which no trial, however great, could over- long illness; five grandchildren, the eldest
come, were the chief charms which en- of whom, Anna, assisted in the care of
deared her to all, especially her children the invalid, also two brothers—Johu and
and grandchildren who loved to visit her. (ieorge Crockett.
She leaves an invalid husband; two
The funeral was held at the home Sunsons—Horace E., of Plainfield, N. J., and day afternoon. Rev. C. W. Robinson readChester K.. of San Francisco; two daugh- ing comforting passages of scripture and
ters—Mrs. E. S. Malmar and Mrs. W. S.
a quartet singing appropriate selections.
Webb, of Westfield; eight grandchildren The flowers were in great profusion. The
and a sister
Mrs. B. H. Spurting, of interment was in the cemetery near the
Booth bay Harbor.
church beside the little son who died in
The funeral was held at the borne of her early childhood.
Spray.
daughter, Mrs. Malmar. Interment was
May 27.
at Fairview cemetery. The services were
HARBOR.
PROSPECT
conducted by the Rev. A. W. Hayes, her
Dr. C. C. 1ait*bee and wife went to
warm
friend and paat&r of the First
Methodist church, of which she was a Bangor Saturday.
member. The floral tributes were nuL. B. Deaay and wife were week-end

island.

Masons of

C. F. Oliver, who was in the undertaking business here, has gone to Thomaston,

art

sister to the late rten. A. B.

cutting job for the quarry

their hall remodeled, the work to
commence about June 1.

came

1

town last week.

have

w

any abuse of horse, dog, cat or bird calling
forth indignant censure from Ibis friend

wife of Oapt. Horae* G,
Willimenia
Bunker, died May 21, after a long illness,
at the home of her daughter in Westfield,
N. J. Mrs. Bunker was born in Cranberry
Isles January 24,1842, the daughter of the
late William P. and Abigail C. Preble, and
granddaughter of Esaias Preble, who was
first keeper of Mt. Desert Rock light.
Her maternal grandfather was Samuel ;
Hadtock, of lslesford, and she was a half

merous

John L. Goss

son

of

OBITUARY.

and Rev. Mr.

offered prayer. Hon. John F.
Wood and Mr. Hargrove made speeches of

then

CRANBERRY 18LE8.

them-

Hargrove

years, and

W. T. Havey, Jr.,
Harry ran it under the

to his son,

W. T. Havey, Jr., A Son. Fred R.
Wheeler, who has been in charge for the
past few months, is now at the Gran te
hotel. West SuUivan.
B.
May 27.

time Rev. Mr. Barker

of

twenty-three

over

who with his

attended, and all received a
most cardial reception. The large number present showed far better than words
the high esteem in which Mr. and Mrs.
Oreene are held by their fellow townsmen.
The house was very prettily decorated
with evergreen and cut flowers. Mr. and
Mrs. Greene received
many beautiful

selves for

it for

name

200

presents.
After all

years, passed quietly away. It may
be truly said of her: “A good woman gone
to ber reward.” When in health, Mrs.
Freeman posse and a strong character.
Arm in principle* of right and justice.
tor dumb
Her love and compassion
animals was one of ber many strong traits,
two

Willis Johnson, of Brooksville. The
Relay house has for thirty years been conducted by the Haveyi. W.T. Havey, sr.,

Fri-

May

Wednesday night. May 22, Ada J.
Crockett, wife of J. T. R. Freeman, who
had been a helpless invalid tor more than

to

turned it

at their home

OBITUARY.

Relay house has changed owners
proprietors, the Haveyi having sold

and

ran

wedding

cases

The

SILVER WEDDING.
their silver

several

are

measles in

poned.

day evening; alumni reception Saturday.

Nearly

largely
the veterans, the flags, the
music aided in making the

measles,is again confined to his home with
It is thought the
a more serious attack.
graduation exercises may have to be post-

exer-

ball,

—

of
town. Principal Foss, of the high school,
who was off duty two weeks ago ill of
There

Lloyd Carroll,

be bonne.

soon

of hi*

reason

Memorial Sunday waa observed here.
Rev. C. W. Robinson at the Congregational church bad rallied a remnant of the
veterans, seven
dipt. Samuel Moore,
Robert Oott, Dr. Charles S-wyer, C. E.
Cook, J. B. Mason, Carlton Dow and
Lemuel Lorvey—and preached an excellent sermon. The choir gave fine selection*. In the evening the Southwest Harbor band honored the men and the day
with patriotic airs in front ot the Methodist church, ana Rev. Mr. Richardson gave
a fine sermon, with choir singing.

impressive.

occasion

Harbor for surgical treatare all doing well,

appendicitis,

strong physique, is making a fine recovery. Mia* Wilma Newcome, who waa visiting at O. W. Coneina’,
will return to remain for the graduation
exercise* of the high school senior class.
Mr*. George Neal will return home eoon.

memorial
The
attended.

were

pretence of
flowers, and

patient*

to Bar

ment for

by

The services at both churches

soon.

sealer

be

joined

be

He will

summer.

ar-

Dalles

from here

who went

recently

and will

The Indies'

mer.

has

The three

COUNTY NEWS.

greatly nlwil in this neighbor-

be

hood.

John Crockett, of Massachusetts, came
Saturday to attend the funeral of hi* aiatei, Mr*. Ad* J. Freeman. He will remain with hi* son a few day*.

be

Charles Sprague and William Lawrie are
making repairs on the house of Mrs. J. H.
West.
Mrs. Irene Gay, Mrs. J. W. Rlaisdell and
son John, jr. and Miss Florene Dunn were
in Bangor last week.

The Bluehill fire company will give a
concert and ball in town hall Friday, June
7.

will

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

host

a

held for
them at the home of Mr. and Mrs. James
Smith Monday evening.

Mrs. Norman H. Mayo has joined Mr.
Mayo in Boston.
Marcullus Coggan and family, of Boston, are here for the season.

George F.

COUNTY NEWS.

in white embroidered voile. She wore a
and carried a bouquet of carnations.

COUNTY 'NEWS.

|

oda
bon__.

isidents

lb

18

t„

crt|,.I
sc-

■;
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days" in the seventh line of said section;

XEW BALLOT LAW.
OF ACT PASSED
FULL TEXT
SPECIAL, SESSION.

IN

SUBMITTED

TO

DOUBTLESS

WILL

BE

UNDER THE REFER-

THE PEOPLE

ENDUM ACT.

Following

is

tl»« lull 1*** ol the ballot

special session of
which is being severely
tbe legislature,
wtllch tile republican
critl«d *n<1 on
at » recent meeting,voted
committee,
Stste

pawwd *1the

(»W

rerent

the referendum:
to mvoko
for Iht tut of Uniform BetAn Artto preWd.
the Preservation of Ballots
lot Boxes and for
at

east

so

that said section as amended shall read an
follows:
Section M. The clerk of each town shall
caase to be delivered at the office of the secretary of 8tate the returns of votes given in his
town
for governor, senators, representatives to the legislature, representatives to congress, electees of President and Vice-President of the United States, and for county officers, within three days next succeeding any
meeting for their election, or shall deposit
them, post-paid, in some postofflee, directed
to the secretary of State, within twenty-four
hours after such meeting, to be transmitted
by mail; and shall also forward to such office,
as soon as practicable, a statement attested
by him of the number of votes for said
several officers, given at such election in his
town, which shall be opened and filed by the
secretary, and kept for public examination.
Section fl. Within twenty-four hours after
the close of any election for governor, senators, representatives to the legislature,
representatives to congress, electors of President and Vice-President of the United States,
and for county officers, the clerk of each
town shall securely pack in a box or boxes
all ballots given out by him for‘.use at such
election and returned to him under the provisions of section twenty-five of chapter six
of the revised statutes as amended by section four of this act, without breaking the
seals of the packages of ballots so returned to
him, together with an attested copy of his
record of the number of ballots sent by him
to each polling-place, and shall seal each box
in such manner that the same cannot be
opened without breaking the seal, and within
’■aid twenty-four hours shall deliver said box
or boxes so sealed to some express company
directed to and to be transmitted to the secretary of State, Augusta, Maine, express
charges prepaid, and shall take a receipt
therefor; or within three days after the close
of such election the clerk of each town shall
deliver said ballots or boxes so sealed to the
secretary of State at his office in Augusta. !
The secretary of State shall preserve for a
period of six months all such ballots so rc- ;
celved by him as a pubile record. Any town I
clerk who neglects to perform the duties imposed upon him by this section, and any persou who breaks any seal affixed to any pack|
age of ballots or to any box containing pack-;
ages of ballots before the same are delived at
the office of the secretary of State, shall bo
punished as provided in section two of this

electione:

Section 1- Ballot boxes used for the recep.
ballot* shall be of uniform det-on of official
shall be provided for each pollingsign; they
secretary of State at the expense
place by the

shall be known a* State bal*
of tbf state, and
box ahai: be equipped with a
lot boxes; each
in the to p ol each box
suitable lock and key;
which
there shall be an opening through
be put into the box; each
each ballot shall
and
not
larger
opening shall be large enough
to allow a single
than may be necessary
be
such
to
esally
passed
through
ballot
folded
and shall be covered
opening into the box,
shall
be
shut
kept
except
with s slide which
when opened to receive a ballot. Each box
to
receive
and
enough
properly
bt
large
shall
hold ell ballot* which may lawfully be deposited therein at any election.
Action 2. State ballot boxes shall be used
for receiving all official ballots cast at elecat each polltngtions. The election officers
shall, at the opening of the polls and

pj#Cf

before any ballots are received, publicly open
the ballot box, and ascertain by personal extmination. and publicly shew, that the same

ftailroaba cnb Sttamboats.
“Patrick, the Widow Malone tells me
that you stole one of her finest pigs. Is it
correct?” “Yis, your "iverenre.” “What
have you done with it?” “Rilled it and
ate it, your riverence.” “Oh, Patrick,
Patrick l
W hen
you are; brought face to
face with the widow and the pig co the
Effect
great judgment day, what account will
you be able to give of yourself when the
May in, 1012.
widow accuses yon of stealing?” “Did
you say the pig would be there, your
BAR. HARBOR TO BANOOR.
riverence?” “To be sure I did.” “Well,
AM
AMlPMlPM
then, your riverence, I’d” say: ‘Mrs. MaBAR
HARBOR
It
10 30 f 8 45 t 9 00
lone, there’s your pig.’

occurred stating when and
where
such
examination will be made and affording
such candidates a reasonable
opportunity
to be present in
person or by counsel at such
examination and be heard in relation thereto.
The persons having the highest number of
votes, not exceeding the number to be chosen,
shall be declared elected; and they shall
be
notified thereof by
the secretary of
State, and enter upon the discharge of official
duties on the first day of January thereafter.
If a number of persons, exceeding the number to be chosen, receive an equal number of

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
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votes, no one is elected.
To ascertain what persons have received
the highest number of votes, the governor
and council shall count and declare for any
person all votes appearing by said returns to
have been intentionally cast for him, although his name upon the return is misspelled or written with only the initial or
initials of his Christiau name or names; and
they may hear testimony upon oath, in relation to such returns, in order to get at the
intention of the electors, and shall decide accordingly. This sectionjshall be applied in
d« termlning the election of all county officers,
nd, so far as it relates to the examination
and correction of returns it shall be
applied
in determining the election of
representatives tofcongress, members of the legislature,
and presidential electors. When a return is
defective by reason of any informality, an
attested copy of the record may be substituted
therefor."
Section 11. This act shall be appled in determining the results of voting upon any resolve of the legislature submitting a constitutional amendment to the people and the
results of votiug upon any measures submitted to the determination of the people
under the amendment to the constitution of
the State adopted September fourteen, nineteen hundred and eight, except questions relating to municipal affairs submitted under
section twenty-one of part three of article
tour of the constitution; provided, 'however,
that the governor and council may without
the application mentioned in the preceding
section, examine in open meeting the ballots

...

SWirrttenntntfc.

A

is

Mrs.

when 1 previously recomthem, and authorize the continued publication of my endorsement
of Doan’s Kidney Pills, gi%*en some years
ago. In December, 1903, 1 came borne
from the hospital, where 1 had undergone
All that
an operation.
winter I was
miserable.

cast on

oi’.ig

v

tan.

»t'<

i;y,

t

i*

wo
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“Upon written application filed with the
! secretary of .Statu- within twenty days after
! the returns are opened and tabulated, alleg! iug that the return or record of the vote cast
an-1 plantation clerk*.
j in any town doe* not correctly state the vote
be sorted aud counted in a* actually cast in such town, and specifying

toother with those not distributed to the
vuiers. u with the check list* used, which
eba.i
iertilie by the ballot clerk* to be
»ocii. h*II be secured, sealed
an<J,«entto the

!

ward meeting iu such manner i the officers as to wbicn such errors are bei the elector* present ample oppor- ! lieved to have occurred, the governor and
taouy t> observe the sorting and counting council in open meeting shall examine the
and tbe result shall be declared and recorded
ballot* cast in said town and returned to the
lu
P^'Q town or ward ineeitag.
When th<
aecretary of Btate, and if such return or rebsltuts have been so sorted and counted uud cord is found to be erroneous the return
ibe result so declared and recorded all the shall be corrected in accordance with the
ballots shall, in opeu meeting, be sealed in a number of ballot* found to have been actuPa<*age. which said package, with the check ally cast in *aid towu; but no such examinaiist, staled iu the same manner as the
ballots, tion of the ballots shall be made without
"ball forthwith be returned to the city, towu reasonable notice to all candidates for the
or piautation
clerk.
In cast two or more offices specified in the application as to which
kinds of official ballots are used at any clec- such errors are alleged to have occurred,
lJon. each kind shall be sealed iu a
separate stating when and where such examination
package. Ail ballots and ch?ck lists shall be
will be made and affording such candidates a
*o staled
that the packages and check lists reasonable opportunity to be present, in percannot be opened or examined
without son or by counsel, at such examination and
6m breaking the seal; and the sealed be heard in relation thereto," so that said secpackages of ballots cast at any State elec- tion as amended shall read as follows:
tion or at
“Bection 59. The governor and council by
any election of electors of President and vice-president of the United States the first day of December in each year in
•ball have an endorsement of substantially which an election is held, shall open and
tbe
following tenor endorsed thereou or se- compare the votes so returned and have the
curely affixed thereon: “This package con- same tabulated, and may receive testimony
tain* the ballots cast at an election for
return from any
on oath to prove that the
held
in the
of
(or in town does not agree with the record of the
ward
of the city of
) on vote of such town in the number of votes, or
lhe
ballots the names of the persons voted for, and to
19
day of
;said
*tre aorted,
counted, the result declared and prove which of them is correct; and the rerecorded. aud this package sealed in open turn. when found erroneous, may be corMeeting in accordance with section twenty- rected by the record. No such correction
u‘ °*
chapter six of the revised statutes.” can be made without application within
endorsement shall be signed by the twenty days after the returns are opened and
plantation or ward clerk and by a ma- tabulated, stating the error alleged, nor withjority of the selectmen of towns and the as* out reasonable notice thereof give to the
WMor* °f plantations, or
by the wardens in person affected by such correction, and during
c ties
or
voting precincts. The ballots and said twenty days any person voted for, may
c
fcck Hst« returned to the
city clerk after personally, and by or with counsel, examiue
*n> city election and all other ballots re- said returns in presence of the governor and
amed to him, which he is not
required to council, or either of them, or any member of
orward to the
the council. Upon written application filed
secretary of State according to
e
Provisions of section six of this act, shall with the secretary of Btate within twenty
*
Preserved by him as a public record for six days after the returns are opened and tabuotonths.
Any election officer, selectman, lated, alleging that the return or record of
warden, election clerk, ballot clerk, town the vote cast iu any town does not correctly
c
or
other officer however designated, state the vote as actually cast in such townt
* 0
shall neglect to perform any duty im- aud specifying the officers as to which such
V**d by this section, and any person who errors are believed to have occurred, the
abstract from or in any manner tamper governor and council in open meeting shall
1
packages, or who shall in any examine the ballots cast in said town, and
auner
abstract from or tamper with returned to the secretary of Btate, and if auch
e
unused ballots, shall be punished a* return or record is found to be erroneous,
®vided in section two of this act.
the return shall be corrected in accordance
Mellon fifty-four of chapter with the number of ballot found to have been
six
revised statutes is hereby amended actually cast in said town; bat no snch
bv
*a^*t^uting the word “three” for examination of the ballot* shall be made
th e
Wor<* “thirty” in the fifth line of said without reasonable notice to all candidates
«‘on, and
by substituting the word f:>r the office specified in the application as
Wenty-four hoars” for the words “fourteen to which such errors are alleged to have
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Liquid Ones.
They wete waiting for
the virtuoso, who was to

did not

seen

to

gain my

In

failed to do
Kidney Pills, however,

able and doctor’s treatment

good.

me

Doan’s

directly to the seat
only curing the
strengthening my kidneys
went

not

of my trouble,
backache
but
and

improving

in every way. I know of
people who have taken Doan’s
as

satisfactory

no

H. D. WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President A General Manager.Portland, Maine.

Eastern

Steamship
Corporation.

One Way.

Boston #4.75
#8.50 Hound

Trip.
Sulphur.
Even if you have healthy hair you Blueliill and Boston #4.50 One
ought to use a little PARISIAN Sage
Way. #8.00 Hound Trip.
once a week as a
hair dressing. It
keeps tlie hair healthy; prevents scalp
J .T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor -2 00
itch, falling hair and dandruff, and— p Steamer
for Seal Harbor,
m dally except (Monday

baldness.
Rut be sure you get PARISIAN
sage. There are many imitations.
'I he girl with Aubm n hair is on evt-ry
carton and bottle of PARISIAN Sage.
It banishes dandruff, stops falling
liair aud scalp itch, and imparts to the
hair a brilliancy and lustre that all
women as well as men love so dearly.
PARISIAN Sage is a daintily perfumed and refreshing hair dressing.
It’s the best hair tonic you can buy.
Large bottle 50cts. at <i. A. Parcher’s
and dealers everywhere.

CATHOLIC CLERGYMAN
Rev. J. F. Nuffent, of Des Moines, says :
“This institution has given excellent results. The men who have passed through it
and who feel themselves entirely cured are
too numerous to recount in this letter.’’ The

DRINK HABIT

I

he overcome by the NEAL 3-DAY
No hypodermics used.
TREATMKNT.
Results certain, (’all upon, address or phone
The Neiii Institute, <».■> Pleasant Ave.,

can

Tel. 42l(i.

Ecgal ITotuts.

after-

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
)
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy.
George F. Colson,
Bankrupt.

j)

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
in
FORGE F. COLSON, of Sullivan,
X the countv of Hancock, aud State of
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents,
that on the 2nd day of March, last past,
he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully complied with all the requirements of said acts
and of the orders of court touching his bank-

C'l

Happy Ending.
“Has your new novel a happy ending'.'”
“Very. The judge awards my heroine $50,000 a year alimony in the closing chapter.’*—Detroit Free Press.
A

ruptcy.

Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 20th day of May, a. d. 1912.
George F. Colson,

Sins of Omission.
Tommy—Pop, what are the sins of
omission? Tommy’s Pop—The sins of
omission, my sou, are those we forget
to commit.—Philadelphia Record.

Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereou.
District ok Mainb ss.
On this 25th day of May. a. d. 1912, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 5th day of July,
a. d. 1912, before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 10 o’clock in tbe forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, aud that all known creditors, and other
persons in iuterest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why tne prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Honorable Clarence Hale.
Witness the
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 25th day
of May. a. d. 1912.
Jambs E. Hkwey, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—Jambs E. Hbwby, Clerk.

Constipation brings many ailments in
its train and is the primary cause of much
sickness.
Keep your bowels regular,
madam, and you will escape many of the
ailments to which woman are subject.
Constipation is a very simple thing, but
like many simple things, it may lead to
serious consequences. Nature often needs
a little assistance,and wrhen Chamberlain’s
Tablets are given at the first indication,
be
much
distress and suffering may
avoided. Sold by ail dealers.
medicine must be given to
When a
to
young children it should be pleasant
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy is
take.
made from loaf sugar, and the roots used
in its preparation give it a favor similar to
syrup, making it pleasant to take.
It has no superior for colds, croup and
cough. For sale by all dealers.

maple

whooping

Lame Shoulder is nearly always due to
rheumatism of the muscles, and quickly
of Chamberyields to the free
lain’s Liniment, For sale by all dealers.

W. Goldmark,of the

Ralph
THEcitygives
county aud
he
notice
subscriber,

application

hereby
pointed

that it
;

New York,
state of
has been duly aptnat
executor of the last will and testa-

of
LOUIS R08ENFELD, late of city, county
and state of NEW YORK,
deceased, no bonds being required by the,
terms of said will, and not bein^ a resident of
the State of Maine, he has appointed John A.
Peters, esq., of Ellsworth. Hancock county
Maine, his agent as required by section i&, of
chapter M, ot the revised statutes of Maine.
Ail persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired *to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imRalph W. Goldmark.
mediately.
May 18, 1912.
ment

Important to Wlothoro.
Examine carefully every bottle of CAS FORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for infanta and children,

Always bought.

Passengers are earnestly request! y to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to

Bar Harbor and
Don't I'se Preparations Coutalnng
Poisonous Sugar of Lead or

at the musi'-ale. was whiling
“llow
the time at the piano,
would you like a sonata before dinner?” he asked.
“Hardly," returned the host. "I had
four on the way home.”

In Use For Over 30 Year*.
The Kn*d You Have

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.28
m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.08 a m, 10 62
m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
{8tops on signal to conductor.
§Stops only to leave passengers from points
on Washington County Railroad.
p
p.

Save Your Hair.

ward

see

tDaily except Sunday.
°Daily except Monday.

re-

other.

I

Sundays leave Bangor 7 a m, Ellsworth
8 11am, arrive at Bar Harbor 8.45. Returning
leave Bar Harbor 4 p ni, Ellsworth 6.20 pm.
arrive at Bangor 6.30 p m.
•Daily, Sundays included.

I received.”

For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
Foster-Milburn Co., Huffalo, New YTork,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s-and take

away

and

....

l

especially
Ellsworth.

as

PM
A M
A M
8 00
7 90
8 56
+10 00 ...
9 00
9 00
AM
A M
P M
+ 1
20.tlO 67 fl2 85
PM
AM
AM
PM
f 8 00 tit 30 t 3 10 f 5 15
8 07 10 38
8 18
6 21
6 40
J 6 29 10 58 J 3 35
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BANGOR.Iv.
Brewer June.
Holden.
Egery’s Mill. 110 69
J 8 38 ill 02 J 3 41 t 5 47
Phillips Lake.
Green Lake.
8 44 11 10
3 48j
5 56
Nicolin.
J 6 53 11 22 J 8 56 J 6 07
7 08j 11 87
4 C9
Ellsworth Falls.
6 20
ELLSWORTH.
7 13 11 42 4 14: 6 25
7 251 11 50
4 20 { 6 81
Wash’gt'n June.
Franklin Road.
6 40
J 7 33,'{12 00
Hancock. f 7 4lj 12 10.! 6 49
7 44, 12 18 .i
8 63
Waukeag, Pullivn Fy
7 60 12 20 .!
Mt Desert Ferry.
7 00
8 16.!.
Sullivan.
8 40
1.
Sorrento.
9 20
1 10
BAR HARBOR..
ar
7 45

cure

dinner, and

C.t*°n

Portland.Iv.

many other
Kidney Pills with just

Portland, Me.
play

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Boston via Dover Iv
Boston via Ptsmth Iv

my condition

sults

-' ■

“What does this mean?” asked the
farmer. “1 thought you were a man
who never got tired.”
**I don’t," said the hired man calmly. “This doesn’t tire me." —Exchange.

I

February, 1901, I was taken
with a severe attack of kidney trouble.
The pain in my back was almost unbearstrength.

|

of the revised statutes is hereby ameuded
by Inserting after the word “council" in the
thirteenth line thereof, the following para-

Pills

mended

f

mix

Kidney Pills, and such a record
in the annals of medicine.
1. Mr>ore, Ellsworth Falls, Me.,

K.
“I verify all I said in praise of Doan’s

Kidney

j

1

unique

says:

j

|
j

Like It In Our EgeryrsMill..
Broad Republic.

Another

of Doan’s

>

p
spoils
*accessiv«Iy bttin others, one at »
rxcee ling three in ail, upon relurneil spoiled one. The ballot* thus re%h
he immediately cancelled, and

|ll

firmed—the cure was permanent. Cases
of this kind are plentiful in the work

|

be i!i4y
time d

..

Grateful testimony for Doan’s Kidney
Pills, published everywhere, is of itself
convincing evidence of merit. Confirmed
testimony, telling of permanent cures,
forms still stronger proof. Years ago a
citizen of this locality gratefully acknowledged the benefit derived from Doan’s
Kidney Pills. The statement is now con-

j

j

Unique Record.

Not

any such resolve or measure; and
when such examination is made with or
without application, in lieu of the notice
prescribed by the preceding section, a notice
thereof and of the time and place fixed therefor shall be given by publishing such notice
at least twice in some newspaper, if anv
published in the town where the ballots to be
act.
examined were cast, and if there is no such
Section 7. At the expiration of fourteen' newspaper, then in a newspaper published
day* after any election specified in the pre- in the town in the same county nearest the
ceding section, the secretary of State shall town where the ballots to be examined were
forthwith send a messenger to every towu cast; the first publication of,such notice shall
from which returns of votes have not been he at least seven days before the time fixed
received as provided in section fifty-four of for such examination.
Section 12. Bectlon forty-two of chapter
chapter six of the revised statutes, as
amended by section five of this act, or from six of the revised statutes is hereby amended
w hich the sealed packages of ballota have not
so as to read as follow:
been received a* provided in the preceding
“.Hection 42. Clerks of towns shall preserve
section: am! the expense of each luesseugcr the check-list used at any election at which
aha., be audited aud paid, and added to the the ballots cast are to b,e returned to the
next State tax assessed on the towu. as prosecretary of State under the provisions of
oficrr or any town, plantation, ward, dis- vided in section one hundred twenty-five of this act, for one years without 'alteration, and
six
revised
statute**.
of the
shall furnish to any person a certified copy
trict or precinct clerk In the performance of
chapter
Section X. The secretary of Slate shall per- thereof within the twenty days after demand
bi» duties under this section, shall be punisfced f >r each offense by a flue of not less mit any candidate or other interested person iintl payment or tender of the legal charges,
to inspect the ballots so returned to
him. therefor, and shall, without charge, fur- ;
than fifty dollars nor more than five hundred
and
with a j
council
dollars, mid by imprisonment for not less in bis preseuce or in the presence of any nish the
governor
in certified copy thereof within
clerk
of
his
office
or
him,
more thar. nine months.
designated by
than three u
twenty days
Tbc presiding officer at each th« presence of the iepaty secretary of State, after demand, under the penalty provided in
flection 3.
polling-pi ice shall have charge of the .State under such reasonable regulations or re- section seventy-eight."
Section 13. Nothing contained in this act
ballot bo*, ant) shad, at the close of each strictions consistent with the right of inspecshall effect the jurisdiction of the supreme
eiecti
return the Maine to the city, town or i tion as will secure every ballot from loss, iniu
After
or
each
change
any repect.
erfc. The cicrk of each city, ! Jury
Judicial court or any Justice thereof to enterplstun-'u
town <r p
ntitinn ^hall have tbc custody I inspection the packages shall be again sealed t lin proceedings under sections seventy to
of the St t
bit tot te xes provided for the and the fact and date of inspection noted on seventy-four both inclusive of chapter six of
t »;
u
-hili, t the expense of the town, the package. Whenever required bo to do, the revised statutes.
the secretary of State or the deputy secretary
Bectlon 11. Any neglect on the part of an
prof.* * f r their safe keeping and for keepior them in good or 'er and repair, subject of State shall prod ace any package of ballots officer of a town to comply with the requirein
hia custody before the governor aud ; ments of. or to perform the duties Imposed b\
lotht <uper\i«i-.-u ■.ttu control of the secretary .• >t »e.
I council, the legislature or either branch ( section* two, three and six of this act, and
s
It
thereof, or any committee thereof or before sections twenty-five of chapter six of the
le ballot b v become* defective or is
hurt
destroyed, the town clerk shall sea- any court or magistrate having Jurisdiction revised statutes as amended by section four of
this act, shall be deemed willful and unrea► o
written
the
make
j of any proceeding relating to said election.
application to
the
Section y. The secretary of State shall at sonable, within
!.>f»
nieauiug of section
of stare for
u tber ballot box. and
the
shall be supplied at the expense o* the expense of the State, provide and season- ninety-one of chapter six of the revised
and
Ilf turn.
plan- statutes, unless the contrary is shown.—(Apably send to the several city, towu
uv presiding officer or
proved March 23,1912.)
any city, town or tation clerks suitable seals for use as re
this
I
the
of
act,
clerk
provisi.ua
wh
to
by
pianistioi>
*hu|l neglect
aud;
perform quire!
■ay
uty irapo»e
by this section shall be printed forms of endorsements, aud suitable
vanished es pr<videi in section thirty-two blanks for all certificates, copies of records
Didn’t T re Him.
11f'
and returns required to be made to his office,
*
f ti*e revised statutes.
II»» had taken p.nus when lie applied
and
send
shall
also
this
and
;
act:
Secti *u
prepare
Section twenty-live of chapter by
f r work to assure the farmer that he
*i* f th< Revised Statutes is hereby amended
in the same package with said seals a letter
When his new emnever got tired.
8«* as t
of instruction* especially calling the attention
rev*
s follows:
ployer went to the t'*•!»i where he had
of each clerk to the provisions of section*
*-*tj
\o persot shin take or remove
put the man at wurk he found him 1
fr mi tb* p, ling-place before the
two, three, four and six of this act.
»oy >.ti,
cio«t:
lolling on Ids back under a tree.
nection 10. Section fifty-nine of chapter
I tiie
'iis.
I/ ay voter
a ballot
numruiiwij
t* empty* ana
;.»ck the box and deliver the kejr thereof to
\&e town, plantation, ward, district or precinct clerk, to hs retained by him until the
bo* shall not,
poll* ftrc closed. The ballot
after it ha* been shown to be empty and ha*
bwu locked, be removed from public view
sor opened nor any ballot removed therefrom
oatii the polls are closed. If it becomes Impossible t use the State ballot box, the votsuch manner as the preing shall proceed in
siding officer ahall dtrect, and in such case
the cicrk shall record tbc reason why such
ballot box is not used, aud shall enclose an
attested copy of such record In the package
with t.x ballots cast. Any presiding officer
ward, district or preor town, plantation,
cinct clerk who doe* not comply with the requirement* of this section, or evade* or attempt to evade the same, and any person who
violate* sny provision of this section or
hinders or Attempt* V* hinder any election

..
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12 05!
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5 50 *12 50 c 4 50
4 50
Portland.ar.
8 05! 11 12.° 8 80
Bostonjvia Dover ar
.I 9 05 • 5 15.
Boston via Ptsmth ar

Northeast Harbor. Soutbweat Harbor, Stonington, North Haven and Rockland, connecting
with steamer for Boston.

leaves Bluchlll 1 (0 p m
Steamer Roothbay
daily except Monday for South Bluehill, Brooklie, Sedgwick, Peer Isle, Sargentvllle. South

Brooksvllle,
necting with

Park Harbor and Rockland,
steamer for Boston.

con-

RETURNING
Turbiue Steel Si earn ship* Belfast or
Cam len
Leave Boston .*» p m dally except Sunday
for Rockland, connecting with steamer leaving
Rockland, ft.15 a m, or on arrival oi steamer
from Boston, dally except Monday lor Bar
ilaibor, Bluchlll and Intermediate landings.
E. L. SMITH, A gem. Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hkbkick, Agent, Bluehill.

Errjal Woti««.
To all persons
interested in the estates
hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the seventh
day of May, a. d. 1912.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it Is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, In said county, on the fourth day of
June, a. d. 1912, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

THE

cause.

Archibald Henderson, late of Bluehill, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof and for administration with
the will annexed, presented by Harriet E.
Henderson, widow of said deceased.
Osman A. Bridges, late )t Woonsocket,
Rhode Island, deceased.
A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of said deceased, together with petition
for probate ihereof, presented by Lutie M.
Bridges and Victor C. Bridge*, executrix and
executor respectively therein n -med.
Prince E. Lufkin, late of Brookliu, in said
county, deceased. A cei tain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Edith B. Hubbard,
the executrix therein named.
John W\ Leighton, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be tbe last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Pearl H. WardweU,
one of the executors therein named.
William B. Stanley, late of Southwest Harbor, In said county, deceased. First account
of Lucinda 8. Johnson, administratrix, filed
for settlement.
Mary D. Lowell, late of Verona, in said
county, deceased. First account of George
W. Bassett executor, filed for settlement.
Hannah M. Uber, late of Mount Desert, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Merritt T. Ober, administrator, for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Burley or Burlie H. Leach, late of Penobscot, in said county, deceased. Petition filed
bv Otis Leach, administrator, for license to
sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Edward Brown, late of Sedgwick, In said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Inez C.
Brown, administratrix, that an order be issued to distribute among the heirs of said deceased, the amount remaining in the hands of
said administratrix, on the settlement of her
first account.
^oje.

i»ie

oi

wrooKitn,

iu

sain

county, deceased. Petition filed by Frank W.
Cole, administrator, that an order be issued
to distribute among the heirs of said deceased, the amount remaining in the hands of
said administrator, on the settlement of his
first account.
Edmund H. Pendleton, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Margaret
Riviere Pendleton, executrix of the .last will
and testament of said deceased, that the
amount of inheritance tax upon said estate be
determined by the judge of probate
*
Arthur A. Burnham, late of Ellsworth, io
said county, deceased. Third account of Albert F. Burnham, executor, filed for settlement.

Lillian 8. Robertson, a minor, of .Sullivan, in
said county
First account of Catherine
Robertson, guardian, filed for settlement.
Clyde E. Robertson, a minor, of Su’livan. in
said county.
First account of Catherine
Robertson, guardian, filed for settlement.
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the seventh
day of May, "in tht year
of our Lord one thousand nine Lundrtd and
twelve.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
LORENZO N. KETTLE, late of WESTON,
in the county of Middlesex, and commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the
probate thereof in Slid commonwealth of
Massachusetts, duly authenticated, having
been presentei to the judge of probate for
our said county of Hancock for the purpose of
being allowed, filed and recorded in the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all persons interes ed therein, by publish.ng
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in sai county of Hancock, prior to the fourth day of June. a. d.
1912, that they may appear at a probate court
then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for said
county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in tne forenoon. and show cause, if any
they have,
against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate.
A tiue copy of the original order.
Attest:—'T. F. Mahoney. Register.

A

HE subscriber, M trgaret Gracie F-ke. of
Petersham, in the county of Worcester,
of
Massachusetts,
hereby
gives notice that she has been duly appointed
executrix of the last will and testament of
CLARENCE STOUGHTON FISKE. late of
PETERSHAM.
in the county of Worcester, in the commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and given
bond as the law directs, and not being a resident of the State of Maine, she has appointed
Chas H. Wood, of Bar Harbor town of Eden,
Hancock county, Maine, her agent in the
State of Maine, as required by section 43 of
of the revised statutes of Maine.
chapter
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same fo. settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

A

commonwealth

Segal XotittBSTATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.
May 18, 1012.
this 18th day of May, a. d. 1912, on
rpAKEN
issued on a
dated
1912,
JL execution
May 15,
judgment rendered by the supreme judicial
court for the said county of Hancock, at the
term thereof begun ami held on the second
Tuesday of April, a. d. 1912, to wit: On the
20th day of April, a. d. 1912. in favor of John
<}. Dunning, trustee of the estate of Robert 13.
Dunning, deceased, John G. Dunning, George
W. Dunning. James A. Dunning and George
T. McLean, all of Bangor. Penobscot county,
Maine, against Norris L. Moore and Abi Garland, both of Ellsworth, in said county of
Hancock, for one hundred and twenty five
dollars debt or damage and ten dollars ami
sixty cents costs of suit, and will be sold at
public auction to the highest bidder, at the
office o! Fred L. Mason, esq., iu said Ells- |
worth, on thi 25th day of June, a. d. 1912. at
ten o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate and all the right, title and
interest which the said Norris L. Moore has
and had in and to the same on December 12, a.
d. 1911, at eight o’clock and thirty minutes iu
the forenoon the time when the same was attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
said Ellsworth and bounded and described as
follows, to wit: Bounded northerly by the
lane leading to the lands of the heirs of Jacob
Townsend and lauds of Jeremiah Boyntou;
easlerlv by the Pond lot; southerly by lands
formerly of Hartley Boynton and westerly by
Reed's ’Brook stream and tbe county road,
containing fifty acres more or leas and being
what is known as the Jeremiah Moore homestead.
Also another lot or parcel of land situated
iu said Ellsworth and bounded and described
Bouuded on the west by the road
as follows:
leading to Otis, on tbe south by land of G. O.
Garland; on the east by Union river flowage
aud north by land of Simon Garland, containing seventy-five acres more or less aud being
the wood lot so called belonging to said Jere
miah Moore homestead. The above described
real estate is subject to a
ortgage given by
the said Norris L. Moore to Union Trust Com
pany, of said Ellsworth, dated July 2, 1909,
recorded
in
Hancock
aud
registry of deeds in
John A. Stuart,
book 461, page 246.
Deputy Sheriff
County

op

••

H1HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
1
he has been duly appointed adminisof the estate of
WILLIAM H. CLINKARD, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
William A. Emery.
Lamoine, Me., May 16, 1912.

trator

notice that
adminis-

hereby
been duly appointed
THEheof has
the estate of
subscriber

gives

trator

STEPHEN P.

BUNKER, late of GOULDSBORO,
in the county of Hancock, deceased,and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Alton Bunker.
Birch Harbor, May 14, 1912.
subscriber hereby gives notice thai
he has been duly appointed administrator of tbe estate of
DANIEL W. WINCHESTER, late of

THE

SURRY,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Ail pergiven bonds as the law directs
sons having
demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment fm
mediatelv.
Gsohoe H. Wasson.
Surry, Me., May 17,1912.

mediately.
Dated

May 7.

Margaret Gracie Fiske.
1912.

'I'Hh

subscriber hereby gives notice that
X he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
GENEVA A. CAIN, late of SEDGWICK,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Yetts H. Cain.
Sedgwick, May 8,1912.

hereby give notice that
rpHB subscribers
X they have been duly appointed executors

of the last will and testament of
A. J. ROBINSON, late of SOUTHWEST
HARBOR,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
All
being required by the terms of said will.
persons having demands against the (-state of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Lucy C. Somes,
Fred P. Robinson.
Ralph J. Robinson.
Southwest Harbor, May 10, 1912.

ri^HE
X he

subscriber hereoy gives notice that
has been duly appointed executor
the last will and testament of
JOSEPH L. 8MALLIDGE, late of WINTER
HARBOR,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same
for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imJesse E. Smallidgb.
mediately.
Winter Harbor, May 10, 1912.
rilHE subset iDer hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed adminisX
tratrix of the estate of
MARY A. AIKEN, late of BUCKSPORT.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present,
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAlice ri. Scott.
mediately.
Ellsworth, Me., April 8, 1912.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
LYDIA J. ALLEN, late of SURRY,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Fannie L. Treworoy-Allen.
Surry, May 10. 1912.
of

_

__

THE

rnUK subscriber hereby gives notice that
X she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament and codicil of
HENRY D. AVKRILL, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to pueaent
the same for settlement, and all iu<rebte&
thereto are requested to make payment imMary Bstblla Averill.
mediately.
Steuben, May 14,1912.

Watch every issue of The

Interest Growing
the Great Prize

In

Daily

Voting Contest Inaugurated by

The American.

for Piano and Other Prizes.

Many Working

and

Many Inquiries are Received Daily About Voting. Working
Getting New Subscriptions for The American.
The candidates and others interested in
Thk American voting contest will soon
have the opportunity of seeing the piano
which will be given to the lady having tbe
largest number of votes. The company of
whom

securing the piano writes
shipped ak once. When it

we are

contest—not

voting
The

names

giving

privilege of some lady
through The American

section

To

secure

offered

of

some

will

be

the

young ladies in the contest.
quired to win; that’s all.

Work

keys

to the ballot

box,

which is

office,
M. Y. McGown, of the
Union Trust Co., who will have charge
of unlocking and locking the ballot box at
the count. The judges are well known in
the community, and will have charge of
counting the ballots and awarding the

are

in the hands of

prizes.
Nothing is more talked about in this
community just now than this prize vot-*
ing contest, and votes are in great demand. Tbe town and country are being

them,
giviftg prizes

are

asked for

and the merchants who
are

continually being

coupons.

•A few papers of the issues of May 15 and
22, containing the coupon, can be obtained
at this office. This free coupon, good for

twenty-five votes, will
after to-day. Coupons

Mrs Vera G Holt
Eva Cloaaon
Mildred Fullerton
Elaine Donovan

Fenetta Foaa
Gladys Sadler

Ethel Poor
Karel Moon
Hnsie Kane

Jrseie

been

be

nominated

make

a

whom you think would
race, use the nominating

good

b ank in this isBue, and send her name to
this office or bring it in person, md it will
be entered. It matters not if she is married or single. This is a popular voting

Moore

Margaret l otighlin
Alice Brown
Annie Jordan

Jordan
Gladya Lord

Edith
Maud Raymond
Helen Sinclair

Margaret King

Ixiuiae Alley
Marion Neallev
Chriatina Doyle

AgneeCahiH
Lorine Sargent
Ella M Jude
Florence Haley
Gertrude Dcirgan

Vera Anderaon
Blanche Moore
Goldie Povieh
Gertrude Gile*
Josephine I.uchini

Stevens

Morang

Erva Giles
Helen Hmith

25 Vote

C H Leland
8 J£ Wbiting, 8 P

Semi this

Coupon

office within fifteen

E

Natalie Johnaon
Georgia Uuinn

ber to have your friends trade with
chants who are giving coupons.

Huth Fields
Marlon Joy
Alice Brook*

Fmnce# Milliken

Nealley
Mary Brady
Eva Leighton

Helen

Mm. F'mnk E Gray

to the

days

quired

with this coupon.

Vote

for

mer-

it

will

re«di„**’

Burrill; vocal duet, .Mar* 8t
Qladye Eldridge; remark, v
W.

Kefre.hnwnu'T
»m

Myrtle Monaghan
Campbell

The prizes that are offered
effort required.

are

----8.
The merchant who doe,
aof ate,,
dull era,Oft make, if Bor.
**• /*
those who do adrertUt.

Mr* Cta*

«

&&tjrrf;snTunt&

40%

FAMj*.

Era Gerry
Alien Clow

WJLWORLD OVER,

govern

k
Bessie L Patten, R 3

SURRY.

Marie Kane

is

E Gray

Annie

NORTH HANCCOCK.

Mrs Harry Maddocks

re-

COUNTY NEWS.
EAST SULLIVAN.

Gapti Edward Bragdon

i*

seriously

ill.

Mr*. H. O. Johnson, who ha* been very
ill, is improving.
George Wbalen and family have moved
North Sullivan for the summer.

Mr*. Fronia Cummings i* spending her
brother, Fletcher Martin.
vacation with her

Blank.
Nominating
Vote Contest.

surely

Mias Kmeltne Johnson

I

yourself accordingly.

hereby nominate

suggest the

or

name

of

lady worthy to become a candidate in your PopVoting Contest. I present this name with the
distinct understanding and agreement that the editor
shall not divulge my name. This does not obligate
ular

DEDHAM.
week.
O.

in any way whatever.

W. Brewster h*» gone to Olamnr,
will be employed.

where he

Clifford Burrill ha* returned from
parent* in Wellington.
Mrs. J. H. Wharff, of Corinth, waa the
guest of Mr*. C. E. Johnson last week.
Mrs.

Signed.

proposition with them.
Get busy and vote for your choice. Do
it now, and help some one reap the bene-

a

Address

fits of this liberal offer.

visit to her

Clyde

itmmiatmtnta.

Mctaughlin

has

.Colds May lie Avoided.

called to
death of

Mrs. W. W. Black ha* been ill tbe past

rules and
the

the

Mr*, taroy Fuller died suddenly in
Lowell, Mass., May 24, leaving an infant
daughter two day* old. Mrs. Fuller i*
pleasantly rt'txH»mbcr»,«i here, having spent
several vacations with her husband at the
home of his grandmother, Mrs. Jane Ashley.
May 28.__H.

Address

me

w*«

by

aged aunt, Mrs. Thomas Emery. She
will ret jrn to keep house for Mr. Emery.

a

regulations may call or write
this office, and we will be pleased to go

week

her

is

As

Cove last

Salisbury

1912.

going to receive these prizes,
and you can help to decide who it will be.
First count in the contest will be made
June 10, at which time^flO in gold will be
awarded to the contestant having the
largest number of votes at that time.

j

Mr*. Fred Patten was in Bar Harbor
last week, the guest of Dr. J. II. Patten
and wife.

Popular

Let each

people that she has
ttafc determination to succeed in anything
she undertakes, and that she is out to win.
Read the rules and regulations printed
and

SOLD THE

McGowa

Alice

contestant show the

one

ol*

to

known.
worth the small

returned

to

4

J By those who are fort turns
enow*
to always breathe pure air, and 3rm
get run down by overwork or erporca
Even these lucky people do not alnn
escape the contagious colds which tt
certain seasons prevail to such as atent ss to be almost epidemic. It a
wise to be prepared for troubles cf
this nature in our climate, and the
one all-important thing is to hare it
hand a safe, efficient and reliable rt»
edy to ward off the trouble and dangst
of such an attack.
•
► Tot sixty
L. F." Atwood's
years,
medicine has been s household remedy
for emergencies of this kind. It starts
up the liv<r and bowels, prevents cmgestion, and restores the functions ti
their normal condition.
If you ins
never used it, get a bottle from ya
dealer, or write for a free sample is
the “I*. T." Medicine Ca, Finland,
Ms.

afiDrittamunta.

A $400 PIANO
is the great

prize offered

PRIZE VOTING
RULES
1. ANNOUNCEMENT—The piano and popular Ladies1
Voting Contest will be conducted fairly and honestly on
business principles strictly, with justice and fairness to
all concerned. With the above principles, it is an assured

2.

PRIZES—The capital prize will be

Sons Piano.

prizes

Also other valuable

many dollars which

are

an

TIE VOTES—Should any of the contestants tie in
The Publishers’ Music Company will award a
similiar prize according to standings at final count.
5. VOTES CLASSED—Votes will be issued in the following denominations:

Obermeyer &

New

to the amount of

CANDIDATES—Young ladies in this and adjoining
towns are eligible to enter the contest, and the party receiving the largest number of votes shall receive the beautiful f400 Obermeyer & Sons Piano, and additional pretants’

10 years
20 years

in accordance with the contes-

6.

standing at the final count.

PRIZE:

A. E. Moore;
Dry and Fancy Goods, Millinery, Boots and Shoes.

We give a 25-vote coupon with each fl.00 cash
Ask for coupons.
purchase.

PLUSH ROBE.

VALUE, f6.Q0

PRIZE:

J. A. McGown,
Harnesses, Boots and Shoes.
give

a

25-vote

purchase.

new

subscriptions, 12,500 votes..
subscriptions, 30,000 votes.

INSTRUCTIONS—Results

OIL 8TOVE.

as

thirty days. No

to

coupon with each fl.00 cash
Ask for coupons.

VALUE, (6.00

J. P.

votes

accepted

give

a

PRIZE:

Ask for coupons.

To be announced.

VALUE, (5.00

a

30.00

at leas

person positively will not give you any information on the
subject. The keys of the ballot box shall be in possession
of the awarding committee during the contest.
For the first thirty days the paper will run a 25-vote
coupon which can be voted free for any lady contestant.
Contest to run no less than 90 days. Closing of contest will be announced 25 days in advance of closing. The

shall close

VALUE, fao.OO

PRIZE:

day

PRIZE:

To be announced.

VALUE, f5.00

DRUGGIST.
We give

a

25-vote coupon with each fl.00 cash
Ask (or coupons.

purchase.

We

give

I

VALUE, flO.OO

We

H. C. Austin &
We

give

a

25-vote

purchase.

give a 25-vote coupon
purdbaee.

PRIZE:

with each fl-M c,sl1
Ask lor coupon*

SUIT OP CLOTHES.

VALUE,

DONATED BY

DONATED BY

Furniture and

VALLE, <5.00

CARVING SET.

HARDWARE.

25-vote coupon with each fl.00 ca®b
Ask for coupons.
purchase.
To be announced.

•«*

H. F. Wescott,

Robinson,

a

PRIZE:

which will N»

DONATED BY

JEWELER.

give 25-vote coupon with each fl.00 cash
purchase, except (rain and sugar.
Ask (or coupons.

a

Coupons.

DONATED BY

E. F.

on

later.

a

etc.

coupons.

DIAMOND RING.

,

E. G. Moore,

26-vote coupon with each fl.OO cash
Ask for

to

PRIZE:

occur.

Ten days prior to closing contest, tb*
judges will carefully lock or seal ballot box sml take
to a bank, where the same will be in a place where voting
at
can be done during business hours and locked in a auU
night until close of content, when the judge# will take
charge and count the votes and announce the nam*» of the
ladies winning in their turn.
The last ten days all voting must be done in *
to *>0
box at the bank. If
you do not wish anyone
w hom you are voting for, place
year cash for subscript
which
together with your coupons in an envelope
furnished you, seal it and put same in ballot box. 1°*
will give every one a fair and square deal.

sure

VALUE, fB.OO

«r.t
postpone date of cloaing is reserved if «u!f

coo test

nounced

another. All agents’ commissions are suscontest.
you know whom you are going to vote for
before coming to the ballot box, as the editor or any other
Be

DONATED BY

C. H. Leland,
Confectionery, Periodicals,
purchase.

7.60
15.00

ferred

to

should

The

pended during

Whiting, S.P.

DONATED BY

We (five

1.50

right
cause

GROCERIES, MEATS.

Stoves.

25-vote coupon with each (1.00 cash

purchase.

1.50

1.50

regular price of the newspaper concerned in this conNo one connected with this publication will be allowed to become a candidate in this contest or work for
contestants. Votes after being voted cannot be
trans-

Give Valuable Prizes and

S. K.
We

We

CONTEST.

than

BARREL FLOUR.

PRIZE:

our

test.

DONATED BY

Eldridge,

Plumbing, Heating,

1.50

standing of votes

DONATED BY

DONATED BY

We

votes.f

Following Merchants

To be announced.
VALUE, fB.OO
DONATED BY

PRIZE:

new

will be issued after

The

000

Renewals, 600 votes.
Renewals, more than one year, 800 votes.
Back Subscriptions, 400 votes.
5 years new subscriptions, 5,000 votes.

announced herewith.

disfributed

Subscriptions,

in

REGULATIONS.

4.

3.

miums will be

AND

votes,

success.

"4

n,-^'

J. T. Black, E.
D
«.n, U M. Blood.
•erred.
M»y 28.

XICOL4N.

WEDNESDAY. MAY 29. 1912.

are willing to help their
this contest and are only wait- I
1
ing to be asked. The first candidate to
ask, of course, will be the one to get the
assistance of friends.
Those who desire
to enlarge their count should get out
among their friends and make their wants

,

B.Cook,

NORTH KX.LitWORTH

count

No money

*'T'p!oywj

re^*'

Adam*

Mildred L Moore

Many people

over

Hunker

Grace B. Smith

Ellsworth American

from date and

wili^TT''^

Final degree, were
conferred °„„
candidate* In New
lllr»
Oentari
»• The program
^
gave ,
reoenl Pennhacot Ponton.
•*«
otero,
rincton by I jure Cook:
'"0r-

Mr* Edw M Moore
Mr* C E Alexander
Marie Scott
Mr* James L Floyd
Lida True
Ruth Tate
Marlon Maddocks
J A Thompson
Mrs William Goggins
Carrie Ruswell
Mr* KfRa Clark

KULS WORTH

friends in

below,

for the aummer.

Elizabeth Beal
Mr* Fred P Haynes Mrs L Partridge
Mr* P H Boneey
Mr* Waiter Eaton
Mr* Herbert Moore Florence Partridge
Donnell
Marlon
Helen Shute
HeasieA Haynes
Mr* D E IJnnehan
*
E
Susie
Jordan
Anna B Clark
Mrs G W Whiting
tana G. Camber

Lucy

Coupon.

for TWENTY-FIVE VOTES.

Hsgerthy.
No coupons on subscription account,
whether back, new or renewals, will be
given unless application is made for tbem
at the time the money is paid.
RememSmith A

Some

Virginia

Nellie Treworgv
Beatrice Pierce'
Ruth Goodwin
Mr* George Gould
Mattie Grant
Hazel Nevells
Core Pray
Lizzie Webber
Mrs Frank Moore
Evelyn Atkin*
Althea Steveno
tana Clough
Nellie Spencer

Katey

Marcia Beliatty

Jcaepbine Higgina

Marcia Sargent
Martha Millikan
Annie Brann

Mary Fernald
Ella Hawkes
Mm Goldie laity
Bernice Koyal
Bernice Franklin
Hallie Leech
Annie Clark
Mm F H McFarland

Frances Heeds

Carrie

tininey, Meaa., where he

Louise Seed*
Minerva Jordan
Winnie Falls
Mary Holme*

Hazel Giles
Helen Cousin*
Marion Rideout
Amy Smith

Helen Cook
Ruth Treworgy

published
May S can
no longer be used; those dated May 15
are not good after May 30; those dated May
22 are not good after June 6; those dated toThe American shortly will mail letday (May 29) are not good after June 13. ters, rules and regulations to all contestNo money is required with these free ants to date; if any fail to receive them,
coupons, and they can be voted for any kindly call at The American office and
contestant.
they will be supplied.
If you know of any lady who has not
Those who do not fully understand the
not

dated

Eucy

Gertrude

Marguerite Drummey France* Doyle

Vera Sargent

fol-

J P Eldridge

re-

now

W Tapley
Frank J Dunleavy
Monroe Y McGown
Following are the namee of the contestants who hive thus fsr been nominated.
They are authorized to accept money for
subscriptions to The Americas and give
We want each one of
a receipt therefor.
them to call at Thk AMERICA* office and
a
book
of
receipts and copies of The
get
Amkrican to work with:
Omar

E Moore

F Robinson
H C Austin A Co
H Y Weecott

installed in tbe The American

scoured for

succesa are as

other

old.
The

big

a

E G Moore

The Amerian offers this great opportunity to its readers and friends. It’s
yours. Votes are coming in by tbe hundreds, and the contest is but three weeks

they

will const lute the committee:

prizes and helping to

prizes
is

offered

J A McGown

contest.

privilege of

tbe

the

as

Kl»ie Morriaon
Margaret Hall
Svlvia Maraball
(Jtady* Moore
Margaret Downey
Dorothy Coughlin

BAYSIDB.
A

in this

other

are

Eatber 8m.tb
Bernice Gile*

lows:

arrives the

will be the

of the merchants who

handsome

this contest

make

“young lady”

a

awarding committee and to count
ballots, and if no objections are

to act

ELLSWORTH.

contest.

it will be
fact will be announced, so that
all may come and took it over.
To own a magnificent f400 upright piano
that

necessarily

Americas

important announcements.
Walker
been suggested Sophia
The following have
Ellen Scott

for

Co.,

Undertaking.

coupon with each fl.00 cash
Ask tor coupons.

Smith & Hagerthy
Clothing and Men’s
Furnishings.
We

give a 25-vote coupon
purchase.

each fl.®®
Ask lor coupon:

with

